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CONFIDENTIAL 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AEMI 
HEADQUARTERS, 11TH COMBAT AVIATION BATTALION 

APC San Francisco 96289 

AWJC-AC 15 May 1967 

SUBJECT: Operational Report - Lessons Learned for period ending 
30 April 1967 

TO»     Deputy Comnanding General 
United States Army, Vietnam 
ATTN: AVC-DH 
APO 9630? 

1, Referencest 

a. AR 1-19 

b. AR 220-346 

c. AR 380-5 

d. AR 870-5 

e. USARV Reg 870-2 

2, Attached are three copies of the Operational Report - Lessons 
Learned covering activities of the 11th Combat Iviation Battalion 
during the period 1 February 1967 thru 30 April 1967 inclusive, 

FOR THE COKIANDER: 

Incl WILLIAM GIESE 
as Major, Infantry 

Adjutant 

DÄiifed aterlip»- 
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CONFlOeMTIAL 

DEP^RTi-Ii^r OF THE ARMY 
HEADQUARTERS, 11TH COMBAT AVIATION BATTALION 

APO San Francisco 96289 

AVGC-AC 1 May 196? 

SIIBJECTt Operational Report - Lessons Learned (RCS-CSFCR - 6?) for 
Quarterly Period Ending 30 April 1967 

TO:     SEE DISTRIBUTION 

SECTION I 

SIGNIFICANT UNIT ACTIVITIES 

A. COMMAND; 

1, (U) General: The 11th Combat Aviation Battalion made 

substantial gains in all areas of performance during the past quarter. 

82JS of the Battalion effort during this period was in support of U.S. 

Forces, The majority of the Army Aviation pvi-r-crt provided was 

oriented toward the 1st and 25th Infantry Divisions on Operation 

Junction City I and II and Operation Manhattan. The 11th Combat 

Aviation Battalion also provided support to U.S., Australian and ARVN 

forces in Operations Big Springs, Fairfax, Uniontown, Palm Beach, 

Port Sea, Ft, Nisqually, Ala Moana, Makolopa, Leeton, Harvest Moon, 

Enterprise, Chapman, Lam Son 67, Hattiesburg, Kiribilli, Pitchburg, 

Overlord II, Waialua and Seneca Palls, UH-ls of the three Assault 

Helicopter Companies averaged ZUd of the programmed flying hours for 

the quArter. CH-Ws of thn two Assault Support Helicopter Compeniee 

averaged 141^ of the prograzaned flying hours for the quarter. 

(1) 
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Ol's of tue a-'.^po: ^o<-oi Ai.v1.:;^ Con^any averaged 20/^ of the 

prograamed flying hours for the quartor. On 22 Februaiy 1967 €he 

11th Combat Aviation Battalion conducted the largest airaoblle combat 

assault in the history of modern warfare, 73 UH-lDs and 12 CH-478 

escorted by 23 armed UH-lBs and UH-lCs airlifted and resupplied two 

Brigades (5 Infantry Battalions, and two Batteries of Artillery) 

over a 77 Km distance in 9 hours and 5 minutes. Operation Junction 

City I and II 22 February 1967 to 15 April 1967 and Operation 

Manhattan 23 April 1967 - required sustainsd extra effort from every 

member of the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion, 

2. (U) Mission: 

a. The 11th Combat Aviation Battalion provides Army Aviation 

Support, as directed by the 12th Combat Aviation Group to elements 

of U.S., ARVN and FWMAF units in the III Corps Tactical Zone, 

b. Provides command, control, administration and ccramunications 

to the units assigned to the Battalion. 

3, (C) Organization 

a. Current organitation of the 11th Combat Aviation 

Battalion is shown in Annex A, 

b. Organization of the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion 

during the reporting period is shown below: 

HQ and HHD, 11th Combat Aviation Battalion - Phu Loi 

*ll6th Assault Helicopter Company - Cu Chi 

120th Assault Helicopter Company - Phü Loi 

162nd Assault Helicopter Company - Phuoc Vinh 

(2) 
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173rd Assault Helicopter Company - Lai Khe 

**178th Assault Support Helicopter Company - Phu Loi 

***ia(»th Reconnaissance Airplane Con^any - Phu Loi 

213th Assault Support Helicopter Company - Phu Loi 

*ll6th AsXt Hel Co transferred to 269th Combat Aviation 

Battalion Cu Chi, effective 19 March 1967 

**178th Aslt Spt Hel Co, attached to Uth Combat Aviation 

Battalion, Chu Lai, effective 20 April 1967 

■frfr^ieitth Recon Airplane Co transferred to 11th Combat Aviation 

Battalion, Phu Loi, effective 19 March 1967 

4. (C) Coramand and Staff Structure! 

a. Current Command and Staff Structure is shown in Annex B. 

b. Significant changes in the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion 

Command and Staff Structure during the reporting period are shown 

below: 

(1) On 2 February 196? Major Richard 3. Schaefer assumed 

command of the 173rd Assault Helicopter Company from LTC Benjamin 

F, Pim Jr. 

(2) On 4 February 1967 Major Harold I, Etaall assumed 

command of the ll6th Assault Helicopter Company from Major James H, 

Patterson, 

(3) On 5 March 1967 Major Cornelius F, McGillicuddy 

assumed command of the 128th Assault Helicopter Company from Major 

John L, Credeur, 

(4) On 5 March 1967 Major James H. Patterson was 

appointed Battalion S3 replacing Major Cornelius F, McGHliArify, 

(3) 
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(5) On 15 March 1967 Cpt John J. Keefer was appointed 

Battalion S2 replacing Major Bobby M. Freeman, 

(6) On 7 April 1967 Major George 17, Adamson assumed 

command of the 213th Assault Support Helicopter Company from LTC 

Henry G. Mosley, 

(7) On 10 April 1967 Major Malcomb D. Rixon was apoointed 

Battalion S4 replacing Major John E, Dugan, 

(ß) On 10 April 1967 Major Neal C. Petree Jr. assumed 

command of the 162nd Assault Helicopter Company from LTC Gerald W. 

Kirklighter, 

B. PERSONNEL. MuRALE. DISCIPLINE^ CIVIC ACTION. AMD INFORMATION 

1, (U) General; The SI section continuf d its normal support to 

all assigned and attached units during this period. The 31 endeavors 

,to accomplish as many actions at battalion level as possible in order 

to decrease administrative requirements at company level. Several 

regulations and policy letters have,,published during this period to 

aid the units in their administrative work loads. The SI section has 

initiated a 24 hour work day to effectively utilize available work 

space and office equipment, 

2. (U) Awards and Decorations: The past quarter has shown an 

increase in special awards. Faster processing by the 1st Aviation 

Brigade and USARV has had a considerable effect on the battalion's 

morale. The Commanding General's "Spot Awards" continues to have a 

positive cfiect on the unit drive to "Lean Forward" and give that 

extra 20-30^. The fallowing is the number of awards submitted and 

returned for the quarter: 

(4) 
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(l) Submitted; 

ÖÖC SS DFG SM LM BS"V » BS ACM"V " ACM AM'^V • AM PH CJ 

im 0 0 3 4 1 3 3 1 7 0 459 7 0 

MAR 0 1 5 0 'r 1 10 A4 29 
/ 
4 807 K) 0 

APR 0 0 16 3 2 3 19 0 29 26 939 17 96 

(2) Returned: 

FEB 0 0 20 0 0 0 40 0 33 18 566 38 7 

MAR 0 1 13 3 0 2 6 3 16 7 519 11 31 

APR 0 0 6 2 0 0 5 55 24 2 912 7 23 

3. (U) Special Serviöes: The tennis and basketball court was 

completed during the quarter. Each company now has its own l6inm film 

account. Improvements are being made throughout the battalion to 

offer the enlisted men better recreational facilities during their 

off-duty hours. A patio adjacent to the battalion swimming pool area 

was equipped with chairs, tables, and umbrellas during the period, 

Dayroon furniture was received and distributed to all units, 

4. (U) Courts & Boards: Through a very close liaison and 

coordination with SJA US Array Vietnam, the  Court? ^nd Boards section 

functions very smoothly and efficiently. The fo:'. owing is an account 

of the courts for the past quarter: 

Summary Court     Special Court 

FEB        1 2 

MAR        3 0 

APR        1 1 

(5) 
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5» (U) Personnel: 

a. The personnel section continued its support of 

approx±matel3iL2000 records during the reporting period, 

b. The records of the 116th Asuault Helicopter Company were 

transferred to 269th Aviation Battalion, 

c. The records of the 184th Recon Airplane Company were 

received from the li^th Battalion,      \ 

d. All finance records have been returned from tho 7th 

F&A Officer, Saigon, for maintenance and submission of payroles. 

e. In-processing of the 213th Assault Support Helicopter 

Company was completed, 

f. An infusion program for the 213th Aviation Company was 

written and phase one of the two phases has been completed, 

g. The Personnel section processed 122 requests for extension 

of Foreign Service Tours during this reporting period, 

6, (U) Civic Action Program: CITCLC Action programs have 

progre&sed well considering the availability of time, manpower and 

materials. Active participation in unit projects and programs on 

a self-help basis by local nationals has increased. The receptiveness 

of the local people to the programs carried out has been gratifying. 

Of particular note is the increased enrollment in the recently completed 

school at Lai Khe which has risen from 21 to 67 students. It is 

estimated that, when properly staffed and equipped, this school will 

be able to increase the student input two to three times over its 

original input. Equally noteworthy is the Joint ARVN-US effort to 

(6) 
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construct new dwellings in the Vinh Son area in connection with 

relocating the village of Ben Sue. The 11th Combat Aviation 

Battalion has been actively engaged in this project and 15 dwellings 

have been erected with water and sanitation facilities. In addition 

to MEDCAP, direct medical assistance has been rendered by medical 

ofw.»»«.« of th6 battalion. Health education classes in personal 

hygiene and physical development have been conducted and booaodities, 

i.e. soap, toothbrushes and toothpaste, have been distributed} food 

staples, cocking oils, b-ü'-iw^ aa.teri.e.'is,  school suppli«» and 

clothing. 

7. (U) Information Program: The information program continued 

to rocseive added emphasis throughout the quarter. Summaries of daily 

activities and highlights are furnished to higher headquarters for 

outside news media. The A«Kp«Bft*B have Initiated 245 home town news 

releases during this reporting period. Liaison with outside news 

media has given the battalion greater recognition and support. The 

lith Combat Aviation Battalion Information section is currently 

building a photolab. Programmed completion date for the photo lab 

is 1 June 1967, 

C„ (C) INTEIXIGENCE 

1, (U) Significant Activities: 

a. During the first week of April the S2 revised the Standing 

Operating Procedure for Intelligence written in April of 1966, 

Principle changes were directed toward providing definate guidance to 

the staff sections and assigned companies. 

(7) 
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b.   A sununary of normal S2 actions for the past three months 

is as follows: 

(1) Number of clearances validated: 29 

(2) Number of requests for NAC: 8 

(3) Number of clearanr«' s^ante**: XU 

(4) NunV^- "'I revests for record chocks: 27 

v5) Number of individual debriefingof 12 

(6) Daily Intsums written: 38 

(7) Weekly Intsums written: Ik 

(8) Hit rpts recorded and forwarded to 7AF: 217 

(9) Hit overlays prepared and forwarded th 12th Cbt Avn 

Gp: 3 

(10) Hit overlays prepared and sent to units: 18 

(11) Perintreps written: 5 

(12) Order of Battle Map updatings: 16 

(13) Number of Secret documents processed in: 82 

(14) Number of Secret documents processed for destructiont 128 

(15) Number of Confidential documents handled: 300 

(16) Number of persons fingerprinted: 45 

2, (U) Escape and Evasion: 

a. In order to provide information and guidance for 

establishing and niaintaining a sound Survival, Escape and Evasion 

program at battalion and unit level, the S2 wrote an BStE Standing 

Operating Procedure, 

(8) 
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b. In April six (6) officers were sent to Jungle Environ- 

mental Survival Training (JEfT), Three of these were Company EStE     \ 

officers and three were 0-1 pilots, 

3. (C) Security: 

a. In order to implement the provisions of ÜSAHV Reg 380-5 

and other pertinent security regulations, the S2 prepared a Battalion 

Security Standing Operating Procedure, 

b. An Internal Security SOP and a Plan for Qaergency 

Destruction and/or Evacuation of Classified Materials was written, 

o. The quarterly Security Documents Inventory found all 

documents present and allowed for the destruction of 120 obsolete 

documents, A monthly inventory will be made to preclude the accumulation 

of SECRET documents which are no longer of value, 

d- The Battalion experienced no security violations during the 

period requiring investigation under the provisions of para 72, AR jiÖ0-$, 

This Headquarters received one (1) administrative violation in March 

and took immediate action to preclude recurrance, 

e. During the period, a change to the Ist Avn Bde Reg 390-5 

authorized the battalion to originate SECRET documents. Prior to this 

time the only capacity for SECRET at battalion level was in reply to 

SECRLT matters from higher headquarters, 

4. (C) Intelligence and Counter Intelligence Reports: 

a. The Daily Intelligence Sunmary was continued throughout 

the period. Distribution was expanded to include the 520th AM & S 

Bn and the 6l0th Maintenance Bn, 

(9) 
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b. The 11th Combat Aviation Battalion Perintrep is now 

prepared every two weoks. In addition to providing a general enemy 

situation and disposition, it is the primary document for counteiv 

intelligence information, 

c, A Weekly Intelligence Summary containing an operations 

Bunmary and information on enemy movements and activities, battle 

casualties, and stircraft receiving fire is prepared and distributed 

on the same basis as the daily Intsura and the Perintrep, 

D. PLANS, OIERATIONS AND TRAINING 

1. (C) Plans 

a. The concept of planning airmobile combat assaults within 

the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion during this reporting period Wr-s 

centralized planning and decentralized execution. 

b. Planning of airmobile combat assaults and extractions or 

resupply is conducted at the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion Operations 

Complex, Execution of one and two assault helicopter company 

operations is decentralized to company level by designating one 

company ccrmander as air mission commander for the operation. 

Execution of airmobile operations involving more than two assault 

helicopter companies is controlled by the 11th Combat Aviation 

Battalion Commander from his Airborne Command Post, 

c. Coordination of aviation support is controlled by the 

11th Combat Aviation Battalion Operations Complex, Requirements for 

aviation support are screened in the Battalion Operations Öomplex and 

initial information on location, nap coveiage, communication and amount 

(10) 
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of aviation aupport requested is extracted, A liaison team is 

selected and dispatched to the requesting unit to assist them in      M 

their "det-'-iled planning and to advise the supported unit commander 

and his staff how the aviation assets available to them can best be 

utilized to support their plan, 

d. The liaison team secures copies of the supported unit-s 

operations plan, effects final coordination, and returns to the Uth 

Combat Aviation Battalion to brief the aviation unit commanders 

selected to conduct the operation, on the supported units operations 

plan, 

e. During this reporting period, this method of liaison, 

planning and coordination has been very effective. As a bonus 

effect, this method has been used to orient newly arrived units to 

the capabilities and limitations of Army Aviation support available 

to them, 

2» (C) Operations 

a. New management techniques and better communications during 

this reporting period have enabled the Uth Combat Aviation Battalion 

Operations Complex to continually monitor the status of aviation 

assets within the battalion and tailor the available resources to 

assigned missions, 

b, Tactical tailoring of available resources to assigned 

missions has enhanced the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion's capability 

of providing adequate, effective and timely aviation support to the 

ground commanders, 

(11) 
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c. Bnployment of the XM/f7 Subsystem;    During this reporting 

period UK-IBs and UH-lCs from the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion 

penroxcipatied in 8 XM47 tei»© lay- ng mi ssions seeding 42 areas.   XM47 

vj mine laying missions were siiapon^od eiTöctive 20 March 196?. 

d. Employment of the UH-1 Firefly system:    Aircrews from 

the 128th, 162nd and 173rd Assault Helicopter Companies received 

training in the UH-1 Firefly system from the 334th Armed Helicopter 

Company,   On 14 April 1967 two light fire teams from the 173rd 

Assault Helicopter Company conducted Firefly operations in the IV 

Corps Tactical Zone in support of the ZLst ARVN Division with the 

following results:   122,500 rounds 7.62mm ammunition expended, 108 

2.75 inch rockets expended, and 750 rounds 40iara ammunition expended. 

Results:    3 VC KIA (BC) 32 VC KIA .(EST). 

e. Operation Big Spring 1 to 16 February:   The 11th Combat 

Aviation Battalion conducted 3 Battalion sized combat assaults into 

multiple landing zones northeast of Tan Uyen in support of the 173rd 

Airborne Brigade on 1 February 1967,   Four assault helicopter companies 

from the 'Uth Aviation Battalion and two assault helicopter companies 

from the 145th Combat Aviation Battalion under the control of the 

Commanding Officer 11th Combat Aviation Battalion inserted three 

Airborne Infantry Battalions and three Airborne Artillery Batteries 

into eight landing zones between Tan Uyen arel Xom Cat in six hours. 

The assault was conducted in three phases totaling 636 sorties and 

was an exceptionally smooth, well planned, well coordinated operation. 

(12) 
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One assault helicopter company and two CH-47s remained in eupport      lo 

of the 173rd Airborne Brigade for the remainder of the operation and 

compiled the following statistics» 

Total sbrties - 2103 

Total passengers transported - 4193 

Total cargo transported - 1022.8 tons 

Total hours flown 534a9 

f. Operation Tuscon 12-21 February 196?» Three Assault 

Helicopter Companies from the Uth Cänibat Aviation Battalion under 

the control of the Commanding Officer 11th Combat Aviation Battalion 

inserted two Infantry Battalions of the Ist Infantry Division into two 

landing zones northwest of Lai Khe, The assault's were conducted 

without incident and completed in" one hour fifty three mimitea« Five 

UH-IQB and 1 CH-47 supported the two Battalions thwughout the 

operation and compiled the following statistics: 

Total sorties: 3398 

Total passengers transported - 630? 

Total cargo tranaported - 433*5 

Total hours flown» 1061 

g. Operation Junction City I and II 22 February 196? to 15 

April 1967» During the period of Operation Junction City I and II. 

the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion supported the elements of IIFFORCEV 

with the majority of support oriented toward the Ist, 9th, and 25th 

U.S. Infantry Divisions. The 11th Combat Aviation Battalion controlled 

(13) 
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50 Battalion sized combat assaults or extractions which added 

inneasurably to the maneuver phases of the operation, .Highlight of 

the operation was the insertion .of 2 Brigades (5 Infantry Battalions 

and two Batteries of Artillery) on 22 February 1967. This combat 

assault is considered to be the largest coordinated airmobile combat 

assault ever conducted. 73 UH-lDs, 23 UH-lBs,and UH-lCs and 12 CH-47s 

executing one integrated plan moved the 5 Infantry Battalions and 

two Artillery Batteries, their support equipment and resupply over a 

77 Km flight route in nine hours and five minutes. The integrated 

plan for moving the personnel, equipment and supplies froni two staging 

areas was prepared and executed by the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion. 

The planned schedule was executed precisely on time and without 

interference in the refueling areas, pickup zones ot* landing zones. 

The lead element on each of the five separate landing zones touched 

down within 10 seconds of the scheduled time. An additional conmand 

and control helicopter was used to control the arrival of aircraft 

at refueling areas and pickup zones. The additional C&C helicopter 

enabled the Air Mission Comnander to follow all of the activity ifi 

the objective area and to control the flights along the 77 Kin route. 

The pickup zones were Quan Loi and Minh Thanh and the landing zones 

were along the Caobodian Border vie coord XT1598 to (XT3Ö91, All ncn 

diviJiional Arn^ aviation support of the 1st Infantry Division during 

the entire period of Junction City I and II was controlled by the 

11th Coabat Aviation Battalion, One assault helicopter company was 

(14) 
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oriented to s-vpoH-. OIR mir.cur-'' Brigade for the oeriod of the        .d 

operation. The liaison, coordination and cooperation between the 

assault helicopter companies and their supported Brigades was truly 

outstanding. Each assault helicopter company identified with their 

Brigade and conversely each Brigade identified with their assault 

helicopter company. Movement of troops supplies and equipment was 

smoothly end efficiently accomplished. Medical evacuations on return 

trips became routine. Command and staff relationships between B&ttalion 

and Division, Company and Brigade were firmly cemented. At no time 

during the entire operation was any unit wLthout its desired aviation 

support. Only concerted extra effort by every member of the 11th 

Combat Aviation Battalion could have produced the following statistics: 

Sorties flown: 40,835 

Passengers transported: 71,739 

Tons of cargo transported" 18,078 

Hours fliwn: 15,553 

h. Operation Manhattan 23 April 1967 - On 23 April 1967 • 

three assault helicopter companies uhder the control of the 11th 

Combat Aviation Battalion inserted three Infantry Battaliont of the 

3rd Bde, 1st Inf Div, into two landing zones northwest of Lii Khe 

vie coords Xr6038 and XT5940 in three hours twenty three minutes. The 

operation was conducted precisely on schedule with the lead elements 

of each battalion touching down in the specified landing zone exactly 

On tim^. The 11th Combat Aviation Battalion's UH-IB sraoke helicopter 

(15) 
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"Staoky the Bear" was used to screen the flanks on both landing zones, 

Snoke was generated to sustain a snoke screen while the assault 

J\     elements of each battalion were inserted. Operation Manhattan 

continues beyond this reporting period and will be sumnarized in 

greater detail in ORLL 1 May 1967 to 31 «July 1967. 

i. Other Significant Activities 1 February 1967 to 30 

April 1967: 

3 February 1967 - The 162nd Assault Helicopter Company 

supported the 199th Light Infantry Brigade, transporting 539 U.S. and 

ARVN troops from pickup sones vie coord XS6ß81 and XS7777 to landing 

zones vie coord XS6871 and XS67Ö6 and XS75Ö3. On the lift into 

landing zone vie coord XS6786 three aircraft were hit by a c :iumand 

detonated mine. Two pilots were killed and two crewmen were wounded. 

Three UH-lDs were extensively damaged. The Copperhead light fire team 

took the area under fire and killed 2 VC (EC), 

4 February 1967 - 173rd and 128th Assault Helicopter 

Companies supported the 25th ARVN Division with 20 UH-lDs and 2 light 

fire teams. After an artillery and TAG Air preparation a combat 

assault was initiated from a pickup zone vie coord XS4797 to four 

landing zones vie coords XS5296 at 0700, Between 0700 and 0730 

15 ÜH-1D» and 1 UH-JC röcoived a total of 113 hostile small aras and 

automatic weapons rounds resulting in one pilot killed and 15 

crewaerabers wounded. Light fire teams kept the area under confcinuom 

fire and were credited with 6 VC KIA (BC) and 2 VC KIA (EST), 
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5 February 1967 - YtBth Assault Support Helicopter Corapany        /ft 

rqjorted a new unit record for cargo transported on one day.    New 

record 386 tons in one day.    Old record 377.5 tons established during 

Operation Cedar Falls, 

11.February 1967 - 212th Assault Supnort Helicopter Company 
y 

declared operational.    First day results:    710 passengers carried, 2%. 

tons oi* cargo transported.   The 213th arrived in country 27 January 

1967 and was declared operational on its 15th day in country, 

16 February 1967 - Elements of the 11th Combat Aviation 

Battalion flew missions in support of every taajor U.S. unit in the 

III Corps Tactical Zone.    Supported were:    3 US Divisions, 3 separate 

Brigades and the 1st Austrailian Task Force. 

20 February 1967 - One UH-1D from the 173rd Assault Hel '.copter 

Corapany received intense small ams and automatic weapons fire in a 

landing zone near Bu Dop vie coord YU9729 in support of the 5th 

Special Forces Group during a tactical emergency.   The helicopter 

crashed and overturned.   One crewman was wounded,   The helicopter 

was ordered destroyed as hostile forces overran the landing aone, 

28 February 1967 - 128th and 173rd Assault Helico-ter 

Companies responded to a Tactical Emergency declared by 3rd Bde, Ist 

Infantry Division near Soui Da at 1940 hours,    U UH-lDs from the 

128th and 3 UH-lDs from the 173rd Assault Helicopter Companies 

performed medical evacuation of 88 dead and wounded, and emergency 

resupply of ammunition from and to a single ship landing zena vie coord 
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Xr2972.    Th3 e'AiCun&ion arid resuprlv wn.Q conducted entirely at night 

under intense enemy snail arms --nd rortar lire.    Friendly flares 

'Y and artillery were firf.d into -11 quadrants around the landing zone. 

The evacuation and resupply were conducted without incident.    Three 

helicopters working out of the same landing zone during daylight 

hours received blade damage from working out of the small confinel 

area, 

8 March 196? - A CH-47 from ths 213th Assault .Support 

Helicopter Company was shot down vie coord .WT9A88 by intense automatic 

weapons fire.    The CH-47 received 8 hits.    The helicopter was secured 

by ground forces.    There was no injury to the crew,    CH-47 was 

repairod and flown out 9 March 1967. 

12 March 1967 - 11th Combat Aviation Battalion controlled 

4 each XM47 mine laying helicopters in support of the 1st Infantry 

Division.    Eight target areas were seeded in 45 minutes without 

incident.    "Smoky the Bear", the IHh Combat Aviation Battalion's 

suoke generating UH-1B, killed an estimated 4 million mosquitos in 

support of the 25th Infantry Division.    A concentrated insecticide 

was mixed with 100 gallons of fog oil and sprayed on two base camps 

vie coord XS3207 and XS4196,    These areas were sprayed just before 

sunset with a light wind blowing.    Area coverage was reported to be 

excellent and gro* nd troops reported effective mosquito control, for 

six to eight hours, 
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19 March 1967 - 116th Assault Helicopter Company transferred  AV 

to the 269th Combat Aviation Battalion (Cu Chi). 184th Recon 

Airplane Company transferred to 11th Combat Aviation Battalion (Phu Loi), 

22 March 1967 - 178th Assault Support Helicopter Company 

established a new Battalion record for cargo transported in one day. 

New record 507.6 tons, previous record 386 tons. 

1 April 1967 - 128th Assault Helicopter Company flew 3602 

hours in March, This establishes a new Battalion record. Old record 

3047 hours in January 1967 by 116th Assault Helicopter Company. 

Service Platoon, 128th Assault Helicopter Company reported completion 

of 36 periodic inspections during March. 

7 April 1967 - ELenents of the 128th and 335th Assault 

Helicopter Companies augmented with 2 CH-47s from the 178th Assault 

Support Helicopter Company moved 3 Infantry Battalions of the 2nd 

Bde, 1st Inf Div (1A40 troops, organic equipment and supplies) in 

6 hours. 

14 April 1967 - In response to a tactical emergency declared 

by III ARVN Corps, 29 UH-lDs and 3 light fire teams from the 128th, 

162nd, and 173rd Assault Helicopter Companies assembled at Lam Son 

Airfield to insert an ARVN Infantry Battalion, The 128th Assault 

Helicopter Company had received extensive bullet damage to 9 UH-lDs 

while inserting a 72 man, ARVN Recondo team. The assembled UH-lDs 

inoortad 568 ARVN aoldiere after dark to reinforce the Recondo team. 

Medical evacuation of the wounded members of the Recondo team was 

initiated but was terminated at 2200 hours because of the intense 

hostile fire and the inability of the Recondo team to mark the 
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location of the wounded, 

21 April 1967 - 176th Assault Support Helicopter Company- 

attached to 14th AvrLation Battalion, Chu Lai, for Operation Oregon, 

23 April 1967 - 162nd and 173rd Assault Helicopter Companies 

and A Company 1st Avn Bn inserted three Infantry Battalions of the 1st 

Infantry Division into two landing zones northwest of Lai Khe to 

start Operation Manhattan.    The assault was conducted on schedule 

without incident. 

29 April 1967 - 162nd and 173rd Assault Helicopter Companies 

conducted a combat assault with one Infantry Battalion of the 1st 

Infantry Division in Operation Manhattan,   The Battalion size lift 

was conducted in 4B minutes without incident, 

j.    Quarterly Statistics, 1 Februaiy 196? to 30 April 1967: 

* St>rtri»6i flown - 

UH-]       50,931 

CIW:7    17,202 

0-1        h2£ 
101,696 

Passenjn:-rs transported - 

UH-1     143,928 

CH-47    43,493 

0-1 16 

187,437 
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Tons of cargo transported - 

UH-1  4,709 

CH-47 20,394 

01   0 

33,103 

HotMro  flown  — 

Tri-l 26,057 

CH-47 5,688 

01 6.467 

38,212 

Medical evacuations - 438 

Aircraft rocovered - 116 

Annunition expended - 7.62min     2,526,740 

2,75 in        12,266 

40m 9,606 

Enemy losses - VC KIA (BC) 159 

VC KIA (EST) 52 

VC WIA 23 

VC Captured       1 

Structures destroyed   139 

Sanpans sunk or destroyed   77 

Friendly losses - US KIA    6 

US WIA 30 

Aircraft hit   142 

Aircraft destroyed   14 
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3. (C) Training 

a« Pathfinder Trrininf;! A pathfinder training course wao 

g conducted by the Pathfinder Detachnent, 11th Combat Aviation Battalion 

1-11 February 196?, 29 students attended the course which presented 

the basic requirements stated in USARV message AVHAV 26232 and 

qualified the students to apply for permanent designation as a 

Pathfinder upon completion of a six month OJT period. Student 

inputs were from each assigned unit and the 222nd Combat Aviation 

Battalion. 

b, Decca Training; A continuing program to qualify newly 

assigned aviators in the operation of the Decca Navigation System 

continued during this reporting period, Decca Techical Representatives 

are used on a rotating basis to teach a one hour ground school course 

to all assigned aviators. Unit Instructor Pilots qualify to tearh 

the Decca Navigation System by flying with Decca Technical Representatives, 

Decca flight training is taught to the newly arrived aviator during 

his in country orientation and reviewed every 90 days on standardization 

check rides. 

c. Mobile Training Teams (MTT); The Battalion Mobile 

Training Team from the 178th Assault Support Helicopter Company 

prepared a handbook on CH-47 (Chinook) Employment and Utilization 

in Vietnam (See Annex C) and distributed copies to each supported 

unit. A Mobile Training Team (MTT) from the 213th Assault Support 

Helicopter Company was formed and trained by the 178th and has 

assumed the Battalion MTT responsibility upon departure of the 178th 

for Chu Lai, All supported units receive initial and refresher 
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training on request,    "'ic t .-ns  per hour ratio for the reporting 

period was 5.1 compared to 4.3 tons per hour of the previous 

reporting period.   The 178th Assault Support Helicopter Company 

established a new Battalion record, of 507.6 tons of cargo moved in 

one day (22 March 1967).   This record and new tons per hour ratio 

are a direct result of the training conducted by the 11th Conibat 

Aviation Battalion Mobile Training Team for the units supported on 

Operation Junction City, 

d, AAMTAP Courses;      43 students froiu the 11th Combat 

Aviation Battalion attended classes at Vung Tau AAF conducted by the 

765th Transportation Detachment,    Attendance figures are shown below: 

Course Student Input 

UH-1 Airframe 19 

UH-1 Engine (C53) 7 

CH-47 Airframo II 11 

CIW Engine (T55) 6 

e. VNAF Aviator Training;    Four VNAF aviators were attached 

to the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion for transition training and 

tactical training in the UH-1D on 15 Tebruary 1967.    Two VNAF 

aviators were attached to the 116th Assault Helicopter Company 

(Cu Chi) and two VNAF aviators »/ere attached to the 173rd Assault 

Helicopter Company (Lai Khe),    On 19 March 1967 control of the two 

VNAF aviators assigned to tha 116th Assault Helicopter Company was 

transferred to the 269t.h Conibat Aviation Battalion.   The two VNAF 
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aviators attache! *:.- +V' l^-yl  :  n: It Helicopter Company had 

con^leted their transition training and were undergoing tactical 

training when they v^re roc.-Jlcl to frigor 3 8 April 1967. 

f. In Country Flight Crow Trrduing; UH-1D and UH-IB/C 

aircrews from the 187th Assault Helicopter Company, 269th Combat 

Aviation Battalion, received in country orientation and tactical 

training with the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion from 3 5-29 March 

1967. CH"^.? aircrews from the 200th Assault Support Helicopter 

Company, 214th Aviation Battalion received in country orientation and 

tactical training with the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion 17 March - 

11 April 1967. 

E. LOGISTICS 

1, (C) Significant Activities: The major efforts of the Sk 

during this period have been directed toward: 

a. Improving administrative supply procedures, 

b. Assisting units in the fields of supply and logistics 

and related activities in preparation for the Annual General 

Inspection. 

c. Assisting the 178th Assault Support Helicopter Company 

in procuring and transporting equipment and supplies in conjunction 

with Operation Oregon» 

d. Construction of cantonment area. 

e. Conversion of the Cola Mess to a Field Raticn Mess. 

2. (U) Supply; Procedures for receiving naw units from CONUS 

requires development of detailed requirements for host units to 
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insure new units are properly received and subsequently achieve 

operational status within the shortest possible time. 

3, (U) Assistance Inspections: Checklists have been developed 

and issoid to the units in preparation for the AnnvOL General 

Inspection, Battalion conducted inspections have assisted th units 

by determining present status, identifying weaknesses and a*si«ting 

in detail to correct deficiw»ei«B. Insjwctore harre stayed with the 

units to offer tec.b»»4«al advice and personal assistance, 

4, ^C) Operation Oregon; The ITSth Assault Support Helicopter 

Company was required to prepari a logistics contingency plan for 

displacement from Phu Loi, This plan was implemented one month 

later. 

5, (U) Construction of Cantonment Area: 

a. The self-help program continues to be the primary 

method. Units at Phu Loi now have 505t of their troop billets and 

are on a priority list to receive the other half in conjunction with 

the planned base development program* 

b. Engineer support of construction activities decreased 

due to a change in supporting engineer units. The 554th Engineer 

Battalion (Coostrootion) has recently bMooa fpecafcloaal and 

construction should rapidly Inercacvs^dua to th« greater saount of 

construction equipment available. 

c. RIcU activities slowed down during this reporting period 

due to an administrative reorganization cf the Pacific Architects 

and Engineers at Phu Loi. 
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F. SIGNAL 

1, (U) Significant Activities: Signal activities during this 

(\     reporting period were normal and routine, A field expedient command 

V 
and control communications console was mounted in the Battalion 

Airborne Command Post. Initial flight tests v^re successful and the 

console has been committed for f'ull time use, A Pre 25 portable PM 

receiver transmitter was also installed in the Battalion Airborne 

Command Post, (UH-1D) Two sole user telephone circuits were installed 

between headquarters, 11th Combat Aviation Batta'.ion and the 162nd 

and 173rd Assault Helicopter Companies at Phuoc Vinh and Lai Khe, 

2. (U) Current Projects: Two 75 foot wooden telephone poles 

have been installed at Headquarters, 11th Combat Aviation Battalion, 

FM, UHT and HF antennas are being mounted on these poles to improve 

radio communications in the battalion area of operations, A photo 

lab is being fabricated to support the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion 

Information Section, 

G. MAINTENANCE 

1, (U) Significant Activities 

a. During the past three months, the battalion has 

experienced higher total flying hours, utilization rates and average 

hours per aircraft than in any previous period. During this 

reporting period the utilization of UH-1D helicopters averaged ZIU 

percent and CH-47 helicopters 1U2 percent based on 60 and 50 flying 

hours per aircraft per month respectively. 0-ls averaged 204^ 

based on 80 hours per aircraft per month, 
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b. During February, the 213th Assault Support Helicopter 

Conpany became i'ully operational.    During March one UH-1 company, 

the 116th Assault Helicopter Company, was transferred from the 

battalion and one 0-1 company, the 184th Reckon Airplane Company, 

was assigned, which added another type of aircraft for maintenance 

and supply support, 

c. The UH-1 companies have received 21 UH-lDs, and 2 UH-1C 

replacement aircraft in an effort to maintain a level of 21 UH~1D and 

8 ÜH-IB or UH-1C aircraft per company.    At the end of the period 

the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion was short a total of U UH-lDs, 

One CH-47 on hand receipt as a float aircraft wa© assigned as a 

replacement to the 178th Assault Support Helicopter Company. 

d. AU units aircraft technical supply activities have 

completed a reconciliation with the supporting DSU resulting in 

numerous requisitions over 30 days old boing cancelled.    These 

requisitions were not recognized as valid due*out8 by the depot 

activity.   The reconciliation involved all requisitions from 02 

priority through priority 17.   EDP 02 requisitions are reconciled 

weekly. 

e. Four UH-1 safety of flight inspections were received 

in February and ore  in April •which required grounding of the 

aircraft.   Through 2U hour maintenance operations, the inspections 

were completed with no adverse effect on operational committment8. 

f. Fjngine life of the ■T-53 engines has continued to average 

600 hours or half of the expected life.   Since 1 February, wixty-nlne 
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replacement engines have been required. Foreign object damage, 

bearing failure, bearing seal leaks and high exhaust gas temperature 

accounted for 50 percent of the reasons for engine change. The 0-470 

engines used in the 0-1 airiiraft have also fallen short of expected 

life with the main cause for replacement being high oil consumption. 

Filters have been added to the carburetor heat air intake to reduce 

induction of sand and dirt during ground operations, 

g. There has been considerable improvement in the application 

of dust suppressant around unit maintenance areas, however, erotiön 

of aircraft components and bearing contamination remains a problem. 

Aircraft operate daily in areas of loose dirt and sand, 

H, AVIATION SAFETY 

1, (U) General: 

a,   A steady increase in the accident rate has been evidenced 

over the past ninty days.   There have been twelve major aocjdwita, 

five combat losses and nineteen incidents reported during this period. 

Of these only "^ involved an O-lOj the balance involved UH-1 

aircraft, 

2, (U) The following is a list of the principal cause factors 

of the accidents and incidents during this reporting period» 

Accidents 

Overgross for conditions 5 

IFR in dust 2 

Aviator fixation (2 fatal) 1 

Incidents 

Blades strike object 7 

•Material failure 4 

Maintenance error 3 
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Accidents Incidents 

Struck object w/TR        1      IFR in dust 2 

Interraeshed blades        1      Gunner error 1 

Undetermined inflight 

emergency (7 fatal)       1      Overgross for condivions 1 

Maintenance error        1      Poor landing techniques  1 

■«Three engine failures included 

b. The principal cause factor that required the aviator to 

make a precautionary or forced landings during this period arei 

Engine failures  5 

Short shaft failure 3 

Hydraulic failure 2 

Other causes 2 

I. SURGEON 

1, (U) The consolidated 11th Conbat Aviation Battalion Dispensary 

continued to provide aeroraedical support to the 11th Conbat Aviation 

Battalion and supporting maintenance units. Medical civic action 

projects were pursued actively with satislying results. A program of 

regular semi weekly visits to Vinh Son, Lai Khe and Phu Loi was 

established, 

2, (U) An apgrensive program was initiated toward improving 

medical adiainlstration, record keeping and statistical reporting. 

Immunizations were administered regularly throughout this reporting 

period by insuring each individual shot record was inspected prior to 

the individuals rtc-ilving oorifchly pay or departing on R&R, 
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Section IIf Part I 

Lessons Learned 

A. Personnel 

1» (0) Item; 24 hour a day personnel section. 

Discuasian* AOndnistration of a 2000 man unit with 

limited work space and lindtod typewrit.ai* availability has presented 

nunerous problems during the last year. To alleviate this shortage 

of space and resources the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion Personnel 

Section decided to experiment with a two shift, 24 hour work day 

during this reporting period. The results of this experiment have 

exceeded the original goals. The 24 hour work day was originally 

designed to keep up with the heavy demand for typing, filing and 

posting of personnel records. Since adoption of the 24 hour work day 

as a management tool, the work load of the section has leveled out and 

Euodmum utilization of k,1 ice  and equipment have been achieved. 

Additionally, personnel problems of aircrewraembers who are gone during 

the ncroal work day are attended to by the night shift. 

Observation; The 24 hour a day personnel section has 

effectively achieved maximum utilization of typewriters., mimeograph 

machines, and office equipment. Originally experimental, the 24 hour a 

day personnel section is now standard operating prorodure, 

B. Operations 

1, (C) Item: Night Combat Assaults 

Djscussiont During this reporting period units of the 

11th Combat Aviation Battalion have participated in three night combat 
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assaults. These assaults were onducted vdthout incident, however 

several lessons were learned. Night combat assaults can be conducted 

regularly, provided enough planning time is allowed for preparation. 

Detailed planning and coordination between the air mission and ground 

comanders is absolutely essential. Reconnaissance of the area of 

operation, selection of landing zones, approach and departure routes 

should be conducted during daylight hours. Arrangements for pathfinders 

nightlighting equipment must be made. Aircrews and aircraft to partici- 

pate in the assault should be selected with care and special 

consideration must be given to crew rest and serviceability of 

aircraft lights and navigation equipment. All participants in a night 

combat assault should receive a thorough briefing on: the 

operations plan, concept of the operation, plan of fire support, and 

any special signal instructions. The coordinated operation plaa 

should be deliberately executed by all personnel. Special planning 

consideration should be given to ready reaction forces, battlefield 

illumination, emergency resupply, medical evacuation, and recovery 

of downed aircraft. Review of after action reports reveals that 

aviation units participating in past night combat assaults have not 

had sufficient time to adequately prepare. 

Observation; Special consideration should be given to 

aviation units selected to participate in night combat assaults. 

Sufficient time to prepare for night combat assaults must be given 

to each unit. Night combat assaults have proven to be more difficult 
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than day combat assaults, however, are within the capability of 

each assault Helicopter company. Utilizing an assault helicopter 

company all one day, scheduling them for a combat assault that night 

and scheduling thera again the next day, is beyond the capability of 

an assault helicopter company, 

2. (C) Item; Planning combat assaults at low tide in areas 

affected by tidal flux. 

Discussion; During this reporting period units of the 

11th Combat Aviation Battalion have participated in numerous combat 

assaults into operational areas affected by tidal flux. When the 

assaults were conducted during low tide, the troops had little difficulty 

in exiting the helicopters. Most of the smaller canals and tributaries 

were dry. The mobility of the suspected Viet Cong troops in the 

area was severely restricted because they could not flee from the 

operational area in sampans. This forced the suspected Viet Cong 

to flee across the rice paddies exposing them to aerial observation, 

or, to move their sampans through t he mud to deeper canals. The 

tining of conbat- assaults to coincide with low tide introduces 

several bonus effects. It makes the initial assault easier for the 

assault troops because the helicopters land on relatively firm 

ground and they do not have to exit the helicopters into water of 

unknown depth. It makes aerial surveillance of the operational 

area better for the ground comander and the, pilots of the armed 

helicopters. It severely restricts the suspected Viet Cong's 

mobility in and out of the operational area. It better enables 
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ground troops to detect booby traps that would be undetectable 

under water. Several disadvantages of conducting combat assaults 

at high tide are: artillery preparation of landing areas are ineffective; 

troops exit aircraft into water of unknown depth; troop mobility in 

the operational area is restricted; troops very vulnerable to small 

arms and automatic weapons fire while moving through waist deep 

water; and terrain features marking boundaries of landing zones are 

obscur^ed by water. 

Observation! Wien practical, airmission commanders 

should recommend to ground commanders to plan the initial assault 

at low tide to take advantage of the above stated bonus effects, 

3. (C) Item; Combat assaults conducted in response to tactical 

emergencies. 

Discussion; Twice during this reporting period units 

from the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion have participated in 

hastily planned combat assaults in support of ARVN forces in response 

to "Tactical Emergencies". These tactical emergencies were declared 

to secure the necessary aviation resources to exploit recently 

evaluated intelligence information. Both assaults were hastily 

planned and conducted without adequate fire support and both assaults 

resulted in extensive bullet damage to 80^ of the helicopters 

participating, 52^ of the casualties sustained by the 11th Combat 

Aviation Battalion during this reporting period were sustained on 

these two operations, 
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Observation!    Hastily planned and conducted combat 

assaults have proven to be very hazardous.    Recently evaluated 

intelligence that precipitated, these two assaults was proven correct, 

however, it appeared that the Viet Cong were prepared for the 

forth coning airmobile combat assaults.    The cost in casualties and 

downed aircraft on this typ« of operation is very high.   These type 

combat assaults should receive the most attention to detail in 

planning and execution. 

4.  (C) Item;    Combat Assaults utilizing CH-47 helicopters. 

Discussion:    There has been an increasing trend during 

this reporting period to consider airmobile combat assaults utilizing 

CH-47 helicopters.    This type of cctabat assault should receive very 

careful consideration before adoption.    A CH-47 can carry an 

Infantry Platoon (-) into a landing zone, however, utilizing CH-478 

on initial assaults into insecure landing zones could prove very 

expensive in men and materiel,    CH-47s have been utilized very 

effectively to move combat troops into secure landing zones.    Should 

a CH-47 receive extensive damage on an initial assault into an 

insecure landing zone, repair or recovery of the aircraft, plus the 

disposition of the passengers and crew would present very complex 

technical problems. 

Observation?   The CH-47 is a very valuable asset.    Using 

CH-47s on combat assaults to insecure landing zones presents a 

higher degree of exposure risk than present CH-47 utilization.    All 

factors influencing the decision to use CH-47s for combat assaults 

into insecure landing zones should be very carefully evaluated, 
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5. (C) Item Hifi1 density hasUIe fire received in landing zones. 

Discussion; Three times during this reporting period 

units from the 11th Cciübct >  /J tion Battalion have been subjected to 

„ v.4.v -susity of hostile Rmall arms and autonatic weapons fire while 

landing on combat assaults. On all occasions the helicoptervi caught 

in the high density of fire have received extensive bi^J-^t damage. 

Heliooptoro oaught in the hpa« density fire fra^r the side have 

sustained the worst damage and the most casualties. 

Observation; Helicopters caught in a high density of 

hostile fire while landing on a combat assault should turn the tail 

of the helicopter toward the highest density of fire, discharge 

their troops and depart the area in the new direction away from the 

fire. This will present the smallest silhouette to the enemy, 

afford the greatest protection to the crew and gain the greatest 

radial distance from the fire in the shortest time, 

6. (C) Item; Selection of alternate mission commanders and 

alternate flight leaders. 

Discussion; Each time an assault helicopter company 

organizes for combat, great care must be used in the selection of 

alternate mission commanders and alternate flight leaders. If there 

is a weak spot in the company organization for combat, it can be 

assumed that the enemy will exploit it. There have been nine instances 

during this reporting period of the mission comnander or flight leader 

being eliminated from a formation because of bullet damage or 

equipment malfunction. Only thorough briefing of all »ircrews in 
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an operation will prevent confusion in the event of the loss of 

a mission coraraander of flight leader and allow the mission to continue 

without interruption. 

Observation; Sound Tactical Standard Operating 

Procedures, thorough training, and adequate briefing of all aviators 

should allow any platoon leader or section leader to assume comand 

of a mission, or lead of a flight in an emergency. 

7. (C) Item; Selection of landing heading for early morning and 

late evening combat assaults and extractions. 

Discussion; Flight leaders have reported extreme 

difficulty in identifing pickup and landing zones early in the morning 

and late in the evening when the landing direction is oriented toward 

the sun. When the sun is near the eastern or western horizon it 

has proven very difficult for flight leaders to pick out identifing 

terrain features and smoke markers when they are looking into the sun. 

Observation; When possible, pickup and landing lones used 

for early morning and late evening assaults and extractions should be 

oriented away from the sun. Pilot visibility should be considered 

in planning combat assaults in the same manner as other such factors 

as loads, barriers, terrain, winds, formations, and routes, 

8, (C) Item; XM-47 mine laying missions. 

Discussion; A four ship XM47 mine laying mission requires 

pooling resources from several companies. Generally, a staff officer 

from battalion or group supervises each mission. Time, effort and 

resources could be saved if, instead of handling each XM-47 mission 
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as a special raission, the XMV? subsystems arid allied equipment were \ty 

consolidated and assigned to one company.   This would allow the 

selected company to specialize in XM47 missions and would relegate 

XM47 missions from the special category mission to the routine 

category mission0    Presently, XM47 missions are handled individually 

and crews change with every mission.    Standard Operating Procedures 

could be established by the selected company.    Time, effort and 

resources could be saved in briefing, arming, flying, and after mission 

reporting of XMA.7 missions. 

Observation; Placing special category missions such as 

XM47, Firefly, and "people sniffer" in a selected company would not 

only save time effort and resources, but, also would provide better 

coordination, mission response, and operational efficiency, 

9, (U) Itenu    Utilization of smoke generating UH-lBs for insect 

control. 

Discussion:    During this reporting period, "Snoky th^ 

Bear", the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion's smoke generating UH-IB, 

has been used very effectively on insect control missions,    A 

consentrated insecticide was mixed with fog oil and applied to two 

base camps in the 25th U,S. Infantry Division area.    Reports from the 

base camp commanders indicate that the area coverage was good and 

insect control was effective from six to eight hours. 

Observation;    This method of insect control has applications 

in many areas.    Insect control in base camps, field positions and 

selected areas may prove effective in the control of disease carried 
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by insects.   Additionally, MEDCAP personnel may find this method will 

assist them in their pacification programs. 

10. (C) iton:    SpRft-'&l planning considerations for large airmobile 

oombHt assaults. 

Discussion!    During this reporting period the 11th Combat 

Aviation Battalion conducted several large airmobile conbat assaults. 

To facilitate conmand and control of large numbers of helicopters» 

two command and control helicopters were utilized.    One C and C 

helicopter contained the air mission and ground conmanders.   The 

second C&C helicopter contained the alternate air mission commander. 

The duty of the alternate air mission commander was to control 

movement in and around pickup zones and refueling areas and to control 

insertion of spare helicopters into the airmobile «peration as the 

situation required.    The use of two C&C helicopters, and provisions 

for one spare helicopter for every 10 troop lift helicopters is considered 

essential in conducting closely timed well coordinated large combat 

assaults. 

Observation;    Large airmobile combat assaults can only 

be conducted with positive command and control in PZ and/or LZ 

areas.    Sufficient spare helicopters to supplement flight elements 

in the evont of combat damage or mechanical malfunction are 

essential in the conduct of a closely timed, well executed operation, 

11. (C) Item:    Utilization of Integral Snoke Generators on UH-l 

Helicopters, 

Discussion;    A UH-1B with an Integral Snoke Generator 
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(Snoky the Bear) has been used extensivej.y by the 11th Combat ^V 

Aviation Battalion during this reporting poriodi "Smoky" has been 

„cor» *- —ic^a exposfca iLanks or lauding and pickup zones during 

combat assaults and extractions.    The fog oil tank capacity has been 

increased from 16 to 50 gallons which increases the dispensing 

duration to 35 minutes.    The screen generated by "Snoky" is 

approximately 100 feet in diameter.    When the smoko eorecn is 

generated in a wind of 3 knots or less, the screen will remain 

effective for approximately two minutes.   Wind velocities in excess 

of 3 knots will cause the anoke screen to drift and dissipate more 

rapidly.    The smoke screen can be sustained for short periods by 

additional applications of sroke on the upwind side of the screen« 

Screening of the exposed or downwind side of landing zones has proven 

veiy effective.    The sixike screen has been effective where generated 

15 seconds prior to the touchdown or departure of the UH-1D troop 

carriers. The protection afforded has not been completely evaluated. 

However,  it should be noted that during this reporting period, 

operations employing "Smoky" have produced no aircraft hits from thef1 

smoke protected flank. 

Observations;    The most effective use of Smoky has been 

to screen the downwind woodline of landing and pickup zones on 

initial insertions and final extractions.    The most critical planning 

considerations are timing, location, wind direction and velocity» 

Extensive use of the Integral Smoke Generator has demonstrated a 

need- for at least one pur assault helicopter company.   To give the 
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assault helicopter company commander the desired flexibility, 

consideration should he  given to assigning two Integral Snoke 

Q-ooorators per assault helicopter conpany« 

V)       12. (C) Item; Combat extractions just prior to sunset, 

Di«cuB3iont Combat extractions immediately prior to 

sunset have proven to be very hazardous. The Viet Cong has ahown 

himself boldly during these extractions knowing little can be done 

to Gtrwn^e» hi.o MtirviLies wit-h the Xminent  outset of darkness,' 

Intense ground fire has been experienced during several extractions 

just prior to sunset. Twice during this reporting period, extensive 

bullet damage was sustained by 11th Combat Aviation Battalion 

helicopters while conducting extractions during twilight hours. 

Observation; Sufficient reaction time for aircraft 

recovery during daylight hours should be programmed into lat^ 

afternoon extractions. The accomplishment of the entire extraction 

can be effected if one helicopter is sho+, down and has to be secured 

overnight, 

13, (C) Item; Additional M communications capability for 

command and control helicopters. 

Discussion; During this reporting period a PRC 25 

portable FM receiver transmitter was installed in the 11th Combat 

Aviation Battalion Airborne Command Post, The power was provided 

by internal batteries and the transmission selector and antenna was 

wired into the aircraft communications system. This provided one 

additional JFN channel for the Air Mission Commander separate and 
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distinct from the console used by the Giwrnd Tactical Comnanders, 

Tra^ capability can be roadily installed in any UH-1 and enhances 

«omnurn ^nti^rr» /legibility appreciably. 

Qbscrvationt    This field expedient increases the FM 

capability in the airboir»'1 ««mnvird post by 100^,    All command and 

control helicopters in the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion are now so 

equipped. 

14. (C) Item;    Planning heliports in fire support bases (Artillery 

positions in the field). 

Discussion;      It is essential that specific areas be 

designated as heliports in all fire support bases.    Most fire 

support bases are resupplied by CH-47 and must be kept clear of 

vehicular traflir: and radio antennas.    In addition, CH-47 helicopters 

produce a great deal of downwadl, and wind.    Dust and loose objects 

are easily picked up by GH-47 winds and become very serious hazards 

to sustained operations in both the «perational and maintenance 

areas of these aircraft.    Approach ana departure routes should remain 

unobstructed.    Fire support bases habitually grow in population 

during field operations.    The available space for the heliport 

diminishes as population increases.    Unfortunately, as the population 

of a fire support base increases so does the demand for CH-47 resupply. 

Observation;    Specific areas within the fire support base 

must be maintained with dust suppressant, kept olear of vehicular 

traffic and approach and departure routes must remain unobstructed if 

■H- continuous resupply is to be accomplished, 
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15, (C) Item;    Liaison requirenents ^or r.H-47 resupply misaions. 

Discussion;    To achieve the full resupply potential of 

one CH-47 helicopter it has been determined that each resupply 

Y mission be coordinated prior to the arrival of the CH-47.    If the 

loads are broken down, packaged correctly and properly rigged before 

the CH-/..7 "—--.-s resupply can begin immed-'-^ly»    If however,  In-ads 

are not broken down, or incr.r.r.-~«iy packaged, or improperly rigged, 

valuable time is unnecessarily wasted.    One CH-47 can support many 

different units in one day if all the units are prepared to receive 

the CH-47 and are ready to begin resupply.    One unit not prepared 

for the arrival of a CH-47 can penalise all the other supported units. 

The only effective means to achieve the full resupply potential of 

a CH-47 is to effect liaison with the supported units and precisely 

plan the resupply mission.    If the supported unit needs assistance 

to properly prepare for CH-47 resupply, pathfinders or a mobile 

training team can be furnished to provide the necessary assistance. 

Observation;    The full potential of the CH-47 has not 

been achieved.    Until all supported units adequately prepare to 

efficiently use CH-47s, the full potential will not be achieved.    It 

is the policy of the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion to get out and 

visit the supported units, find out what their problems are, and 

assist them in every way to help them o'^recme their problem areas. 

This is the only effective way we can approach maximum utilization 

of CH-47s. 
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C, Training and Organization;    None \W 

D, Intelli^enoe;    None 

E, Logistics and Maintenance 

1, (U) Item; Supply Proce-iures for Receiving New Units, 

Discussioni Procedures developed by this headquarters 

for receiving new units from CONUS obtained commendable results. 

However, problem areas were encountered that were net completely 

resolved for the benefit of the new unit prior to its arrival in- 

country. The objectives of these procedurec were to insure a cordial 

reception of the unit; that necessary messing, housing and sanitation 

facilities wore available; that necessary liaison with supporting 

transportation activities was current; and that the units advance 

party wa<i briefed on procedures and informed of what agency to contact 

for assistance in specific problem areas. Upon being notified the 

unit had been assigned, this headquarters accomplished the following: 

(1) Initiated correspondence with the unit, appraising 

them of the.in country, and recommendations that they bring certain 

items of supplies and equipment not readily available in oountiy but 

required for their mission or support, 

(2) Submitted supply requests for installation type 

property required for field messing and troop housing, office 

furniture and equipment, 

(3) Coordinated with the supporting troop engineer unit 

and the installation engineer to prepare and construct necessary 

sanitary facilities and rehabilitate buildings to be occupied by 
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the new unit, 

(4) Prepared parking aprons and maintenance facilities 

for aircraft. 

(5) Coordinated with transportation agencies on arrivals 

of advance party, main body, airlifted unit equipment and sealift 

shipments, 

(6) Received advance party, briefed on local situation, 

provided transportation and personnel to assist advance party in 

preparing for main body, 

(7) Arranged for necessary transportation to transport 

main body and equipment from aerial port of debarkation and movement 

of equipment from sea ports. 

(8) Delivered pre.dously requested supplies and equipment 

to the new unit* 

(9) Arranged for messing of the unit for the period of 

time it would take the unit to get its own mess in operation, 

(10) Provided Class I and III support until the unit was 

able to take over this requirement. Nonavailability of required 

transportation from the supporting Director of Transportation to 

move personnel and equipment from ports to the uniös home station 

upon arrival of aircraft and ships, resulted in the new unit having 

to leave personnel at the ports for a considerable length of time to 

guard its equipment while awaiting transportation» It took three days 

to move all equipment from the aerial port after arrival of the aircraft 
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and seven days to move all equipment from the sea port after 

equipment had been unloaded from the ships. 

Observation;    The importance of the initial reception 

accorded a new unit cannot be overstressed.    If tangible assistance 15 

furnished, the unit will be able to become operational in a very- 

short period of time, 

2, (U) Item;    The avionics standard configuration program. 

Discussion;    The objective of the program is to configure 

all Army aircraft to accept the same family of radios.    At present, 

the retrofit of 1964, 1965, and 1966 model UK-1 does not increase the 

communications capability of these aircraft.    The retrofit of 1963 

model UH-l's would provide the capability of using ARC 54 radios instead 

of the presently installed ARC 44 radios.    The ARC 44 is limited in 

frequency range,  and often presents problems in netting with other 

aircraft and control stations.    To date, kits required to retrofit 

1963 models have not been available.    The contractor has been installing 

kits on 0-1 aircraft over the past three months but doe» not yet 

have them completed.    The contractor has recently begun a retrofit on 

some UH-ls, but the kits are not available for 1963 models. 

Observation;   The avionics standard retrofit program should 

not interfere with operational committments, particularly when no 

increased capability is provided.    Retrofit kits should be made available 

for 1963 model aircraft which will increase the communication capability. 

New aircraft, received which have recently come off the production line 
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also ruo dn; +'.t-  retrofit work.    It v/cnli suorn :idvant«geous to have 

the standard configuration installed on the production line, 

3.  (U) Ite.ü    Non avail'.bi] ity of replacement amament systems for 

armed helicopters, 

Discusr-ion;    Sufficient armament systems are not available 

to replace combat losses.    Uni.il USARV Regulation 735-2 was published 

25 March 1967,  there wns little guidance on the procedures for reporting 

losses and obtaining replacements.    Consequently the battalion is 

short 12 XM-23 systems, 1 XM-16 system and one M-5 system.    As a 

result of the inadequate reporting system for losses, procurement action 

has not kept pace with the losses and a mounting shortage of systems 

has resulted.    In addition,  in some cases, armament  systems are 

evacuated to COHUS with aircraft that require overhaul, 

Observtion;    Aircraft armament systems are not requisitioned, 

but are allocated by Hq, USARV based on reported losses and available 

assets.    This is the same system*as used for aircraft, however, 

unitl 25 March 6? guidance for reporting armament losses were net 

definitive.    Instructions for reporting losses and obtaining 

replacement armament systems are now adequate, but there is an 

insufficient number of replacement systems available. 

F.    Surgeon 

1,  (U) Item;    Inconsistency of TO&E ß-500D w change 1 TOE 300-29 

(SCR)Team DA 

Discussion;    The mission of the aeromedical detachment  (0A) 
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includes performance of both roatiae and emergency laboratory 

procedures.    The TO&E provides for this by flp«cifying a laboratoiy 

specialist MOS 92B20 as a meinber of the detec ment.    However, this 

same TO&E provides no laboratory equipment v a a which to perfoim 

these procedures. 

Observation!   Men in an importar   MOS 92B20, Medical 

Laboratory Specialist, are assigned to units with no capability to 

be utilized in their trained skills.   Further, the capability of the 

dotachiiient tu provide medical support to its parent unit is seriously 

compromised. 

Section II. Part II 

Re commendations 

A, Personnel: None 

B, Operations; 

1. (C) Aviation units scheduled for night combat aaaaulte 

should be released from all missions on the day of the assault, 

in sufficient tine, to adequately prepare for the night confcat 

assault. Release time should be early enough to allow the aviation 

unit commander and key personnel from the aviation unit to perfoim 

a detailed visual reconnaissance of the operational area during 

daylignt hours. Aircraft maintenance and crew rest should become 

the primary considerations in the assignment of missions to an 

aviation unit after a night combat assault, 

2. (U) None 

3. (U) None 
(47) 
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4. (U) None 

5. (U) None 

6. (U) None 

7. (U) None 

8. (U) None 

9. (U) None 

10, (U) None 

IT« (C) Consideration should begiven to authorizing two Integral 

Smoke Generators by TO&E to each assault helicopter company« 

12. (U) None 

13. (U) None 

14. (U) None 

15. (U) None 

C, Training and Organization; None 

D, jlntelligence; None 

E, logistics and I-lajntenance 

1, (U) None 

2, (U) None 

3, (U) Sufficient armament systems to replace combat and/or 

accident loss should be maintained and be readily accessible In 

quanties sufficient for issue to units so that immediate installation 

on issued replacement aircraft can be accomplished, 
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F.    Surgeon 

I'. (U) None 

/ 
7 JOSEPH B. STARKER 

LTC, Infantry 
Commanding 

ANNEXES:    A - Organization Structure 
B - Command and Staff Structure 
C - CH-^7 Handbook on CH-47 (Chinook) 

Employment & Utilization in Vietnam 

DISTRIBUTION: 
1 copy to CO 12th Combat Aviation Group 
1 copy to CG Ist Aviation Brigade 
3 copies to DCG USARV 
2 copies to CG USARPAC 
2 copies thru CO 12th Cbt Avn Gp to ACSFOR 
1 copy thru channels to ACSFOR 

(49) 
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AVGC-SC (10 Kay 6?) 1st Ind (U) 
SUBJECT: Operational Report - Lessons Learntd (ORLL) for Period Ending 

30 April 196? (RCS CSFOR-65) 

HEADQUARTERS, 12TH COMBAT AVIATION GROUP, APO 96491 3 June 196? 

THRU: Commanding General, II Field Force Vietnam, APO 96266 

TO;   Assistant Chief of Staff Force Deveiopnent 
Department of the Anny 
Washington, D.G, 20310 

1, One copy of the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion's Operational 
Report - Lessons Learned (ORLL) (RCS CSFOR-65) for period ending 30 April 
1967, is forwarded in compliance with USARV Regulation 1-19, dated 8 Feb- 
ruary 1967. 

2, Comments are included on observations and recommendations made 
by the battalion commander: 

a. Personnel: None 

t, Operations: None 

c. Training and Organization: None 

d. Intelligence: 

e. Logistics: Reference paragraph E, page 43» In-country 
transportation and liaison with supporting activities, i,e,, 1st Logis- 
tical Command and U.S. Air Force, have, for the most part, been resolved 
by the S4, 12th Combat Aviation Group, As each new arrival presents dif- 
ferent problems, no concrete guide-lines or SOP can be developed. Close 
coordination of the Group S4 with the sponsoring battalion has proven 
satisfactory for the past two unit arrivals. The Group S4 maintains con- 
tact witn 1st Logistical Command for detailed arrival data, meets each 
aircraft arrival and arranges for in-country transportation, while the 
sponsoring battalion prepares for billeting, messing, and initial admin- 
istrative support, 

FOR THE COMKANDBtl 

^fi 
l"*v^ 

WUXlA.M x.VXuTEI 
CPT, INF 

1 Incl Asst Adjutant 
as 
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A7PBC-H (1 May 196?) 2d Ind 
SUBJECTS Operatioaal Report-Lessons Learned for Period Siding 50 April 

1967t 11th Combat Aviation Battalion 

DA» HQ II PPOfiCB?, AM) San Francisco 96266   . HM ^957 

THBÜt Commanding General, let Avn Bde, ATTHi ATOA-C, APO 96307 

Commanding General. USAH7, ATTHi AVHGC-DH, APO 96507 

Commander in Chief, US Army Pacific, ATIMt fflPOP-MH, APO 96558 

TO»   Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Dept of the 
Army, Washington, S.C. 20510 

The enclosed Operational Beport on Lessons Learned submitted by 
the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion has been reviewed by this head- 
quarters for information and is forwarded to your headquarters for 
comment. 

^ 

FOE THE COMAHDEBJ 

1 Incl I    IJAMLu A.  'JLViitS 
nc V/Capt, mc 

Aast, m 

_G^ . 
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3. M     CJONFIDENTIAL 
SüüJoiCT:    Operational ueport-Lessons Leamad Period jinding 30 April 1967 

/ (RCS-CSFOu 6?) 
^ 

ILäAD^UAfiTEitS, 1ST AVIATION hdlGAM,  APO 96307   2 6 JUN 1967 

THRU: Gonmanding General, United States Army Vietnam, ATTN: At/HGODH, 
APO 96307 

GoEiinander in Chief, United States Army Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-MH, 
APO 9655S 

TO:   Assistant CMef of Staff Force Development, Department of the Army, 
(ACSFOH DA), Washington D. C. 20310 

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed subject report of the 11th 
Combat Aviation Battalion as indorsed and considers it to be adequate and 
concurs with the contents except as noted. 

2. (C) The following additional comments are considered pertinent: 

a. Section II, Part I, Para 3 13, page 40: Additional FM 
communications: The AN/A3C-10 command consoles for installation in the 
UH-1 are being issued at the present time. This console permits provisions 
for 2 complete W. Radios, which will eliminate the need for this field 
expedient. 

b. Section II, Part II, Para 3 11, page 48: USARV has submitted 
an x2J3URji requirement for Integral Smoke Generators on a üOI of k; per 
assault helicopter company. 

c. Section II,Part II, Para £ 3,  page 48: The shortage of 
weapons systems does not hinge on reporting procedures for combat losses 
and unserviceable turn-in's of equipment. Ponding procurement/production 
lead time and accurate and timely replacement forecasts are but a few of 
the factors affectjug the shortages of arraajTient subsystems and components. 
Armament system? evacuated to CONUS are those which require repair/analysis. 
It is not policy to retrograde armament subsystems with aircraft to be 
overhauled. The forthcoming Closed Loop Conference will address weapons 
subsystems and components shortages in RVN. 

FOR THE COKHANDSi 

/ yXu-JlS  T. TURNER 3 Incl 
rn\TT?TnT?\rrr A v* 

sst Adjutant General 
nc CONFIDENTIÄErain ^ 

sr 11 pars 
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AVHGC-DST (15 May 67)        4th Ind 
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Less TS Learned for the Period Ending »i- 

30 April 1967 (RCS CSrOR-65) (U) 3 

HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARM! VIETNAM, APO San Francisco 963753 1 JUL 1967 

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-OT, 
AFO 96558 

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report- 
Lessons Learned for the period ending 30 April 1967 from Headquarters, 
11th Combat Aviation Battalion as indorsed. 

2. (C) Pertinent comments follow: 

a. Reference item concerning units scheduled for night combat 
assaults, paragraph B1, page 30 and paragraph B1, page 47i Concur. The 
successful night operations conducted by this battalion as discussed in 
the CELL are attributed to following establsihed principles of doctrine 
found in current DA Field Manuals on Army Aviation and in the Ist Avia- 
tion Brigade Operations Manual. 

b. Reference item concerning integral smoke generators, para- 
graph 11, page 39; paragraph 11, page 48 and paragraph 2b, 3d Indorse- 
ment: Concur. As indicated in paragraph 2b, 3d Indorsement, action has 
been taken to provi.de smoke generators in accordance with the recommen- 
dation of the 11th Combat Aviation Battalion. 

c. Reference item concerning replacement armament systems; 
section II, part I, paragraph 3, page 46; section II, part II, para- 
graph E3, page 48 and paragraph 2c, 3d Indorsement: Concur. Third 
Indorsement comments accurately define/ the aircraft armament problem. 
The gun systems reported as short are being filled from assets now 
arriving in-country. USARV requirements for TOR, Maintenance Float 
arid Depot Stocks of these items are major topics for discussion at the 
USARPAC Closed Loop conference. Once USARV requirements are defined DA 
can take appropriate procurement action. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

1 Incl fit. KENNEDY 
nc Cpt. AGC   ' 

^idjntairt: Genend 

CONFIDENTIAL 
5ir 
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GPOP-DT (15 May 67) 5th Ind  (U) 
SUBJECT:    Operational Report  fojr the Quarterly Period Ending 30 April  1967 

frcn HQ,  11th Combat Aviation Battalion (RCS CSFOR-65) 

HQ, US ARMY, PACIFIC, APO San Francisco    96558       16  0CT1967 

TO:    Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the 
Army, Washington, D.   C,     20310 

1. This headquarters has evaluated subject report and forwarding 
indorsements and concurs  in the  report as  indorsed. 

2, The problems stated concerning aircraft armament subsystems 
have been overtaken by time.     The  three  subsystems discussed were 
programmed during the Second Aircraft Closed-Loop Conference conducted 
by USARPAC 26-30 June  1967,    Replacement systems and components are 
being supplied expeditously to meet USARV requirements. 

FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF: 

K.  F.  0SB0UR» 
1  Incl MAJ,  AGO 

nc Asst AG 
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COMMAMD AND STAFF STRUCTURE (C) 

1, Bn CO: LTC Joseph B. Starker 

2, Bn XO» LTC Daniel B. Knight 

3, Bn SL: Maj William Giese 

U,   Bn S2: Cpt John J. Keefer 

5» Bn 53; Maj James H, Patterson 

6. Bn Ski   Maj Malcom D. Rixon 

7. CO HHD: Cpt Jackie D. Catt 

8. GO 128th Aslt Hel Co: Maj Cornelius F. McGillicuddy 

9. CO 162nd Aslt Hel Cos Maj Neal C. Petree Jr. 

K). CO 173rd Aslt Hel Co: Maj Richard B. Schaefer 

♦U. CO 17ah Aslt Spt Hel Co: Maj Clyde F. Klick 

12, CO 184th Apl Recon Co: Maj Benjamin L, Collins Sr, 

13. CO 213th Aslt Spt Hel Co: Maj George W, Adamson 

♦Attached to 14th Combat Aviation Battalion Chu Lafe for Operation 

Oregon 20 April 1967 
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This handbook haa been prepared by the 17&th Assault Support 

Helicopter Company, 11th Combat Aviation Battalion, to assist ground 

unit personnel to understand better the capabilities and limitutions 

of the CH-47 (CüHM'ÜüK) helicopter and to provide a common understanding 

between the supporting aviation and supported ground units. The 

Chinook is relatively new to the Jumy inventory and a large nunbsr of 

personnel assigned to duty in Vietnam lu^ve not previously been afforded 

the opporturity to work with this aircraft. With the foregoing in mind, 

this handbook has been compiled from what is considered to he  the best 

currently available information on Uhinuok employment and utilization in 

the Vietnam tactical environment, with emphasis on airlift of cargo and 

equipment. The ji ocedures set forth in this handbook are the results of 

thousands of missions, extensive support of various ground units, and a 

great deal of trial and error. It would be impossible to give credit to 

everyone who has contributed to this handbook because ideas have been 

obtained from virtually every unit in the theater, «.oknov/led^-ment, with 

sincere appreciation, is extended to the Army Concept Team in Vietnam 

(ACTIV) for the cooperation and assiEtance which made publication of 

this handbook possible. Users are encouraged to submit reconmended 

changes or comments to improve the handbook to the Corrjnanding Officer, 

iCTIV, APO 96243, San Francisco, California. 

13 February 1967 
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CHAPTER 1 

DESCHIPTION 

SECTION I 

The CH-47A is manufactured ty Vertol Division, The Boeing Compary. 
It is a twin-turbine-engine, tandem-rotor aircraft designed for trans- 
portaticn of cargo, troops, and weapons during day, night, visual, and 
instrument conditions. The helicopter is powered by either two lycom- 
ing T55-L-5 or two L-7 or one T55-L-5 and one T55-L-7 shaft-turbine en- 
gines mounted on the aft fuselage. The engines simultaneously drive two 
tandem 3-bladed rotors through a combining transmission, drive shafting, 
and reduction transmissions. The forward transmission is mounted in the 
forward pylon above the cockpit (forward cabin section). The aft trans- 
ulssion, the combining transmission, and drive shafting are located in 
the *ft pylon section, Ordve shafting from the combining transmission to 
the iorward transmission is housed within a tunnel along the top of the 
fuselage. A gas-turbine auxiliary power unit, which supplies hvdraulic 
pressure for starting the engines, is mounted in the aft pylon '-ection. 
A pod on each side of the fuselage containes a fuel tank. The helicopter 
is equipped with four non-retractable landing gear. An entrance door is 
located at the forward right side of the cabin fuselage section. At the 
rear of the cabin fuselage section is a hydraulically powered loading 
ramp. The pilot's seat and controls are located at the right side of the 
cockpit; the copilot's seat and controls are on the left. 
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SECTION II 

CRjy DUTIL£ 
• 

The normal crew consists of the Äircr-ift Cormander, hilot. Flight 
Engineer, Crew Chief <'ind Gunner{s). The Aircraft Comi.iander has overall 
responsibility for operation of the helicopter and is assisted by the 
Pilot. The Flight Lngineer has overall responsibility for maintenance, 
servicing, inspection, and security of the helicopter and is assifted by 
the Crew Chief. (It is worth noting that considerable time is required 
to maintain the CH-47: an Intermediate Inspection is performed at 25- 
hour intervals and a Periodic Inspection every 100 hours. These inspect- 
ions pro-rate out to approximately 22 hours of maintenance for each„hour ; 
of flying time). During flight the Crew Chief mans one 7.62 MM machine 
gun (XM 60D) and an assigned gunner oans another. These machine guns are 
mounted in the Forward Cabin tectioni one at the cabin door and one at the 
cabin escape hatch, wiring special missions, an extra gunner is stationed 
at a rear ramp position to which a third AH 60J m^y be mounted. 

SECTION III 

DIMLNSIONS 

1, Overall dimensions of the CH-47A are shown ir Figure 1. 

2. Cargo compartment dimensions of the CHW»7A are shown in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 1 
Overall Oiaensions of the CH-47 
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FIGURE 2 
Cargo Compartment Dimensions of the CH47A 
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5JBCTIÜK IV 

AVIONICS EQUinffiMT 

v\ 1.    The CH-/t7A is equipped with the following conmunications equip- 
ment.    The list is not all-inclusive, but lists the equipment of possible 
interest to ground unit personnel. 

a. Interphone System - one interphone station each fur pilot, co- 
pilot, troop commanderj two stations in the cabin fuselage section; and two 
exterior interphone stations for ground crew use. 

b. UHF Hadio Get (AM/ARC-51BX) - provides 2-way conmunications be-" 
tween aircraft in flight and between aircraft and ground stations. Kanual 
selection of one of 3,500 frequencies in th^ band from 225.00 to 399,95 in 
50 KC increments, plus 20 preset frequencies.    The range is line-of-sight. 

c. FM iiadio Set  (AN/ARC-54) - provides 2-way communications and a 
homing capability within the tactical frequency modulation band of 30.00 
to 69.95MC on 800 preset channels.    The range is limited under average con- 
ditions to approximately 80 miles.    The homing-capability is used to great 
advantage during tactical opeiations.    .»hen a ground station is transmit- 
ting, there is a course indicator needle on the helicopter instrument panel 
which will show whether the helicopter ie left, right, on a heading to, or 
over the signal courne.    Therefore,  if a ground station is asked by the 
helicopter pilot, to "key" its transmitter switch, the pilot is able to 
home in on the station. 
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SECTION V. 

CARGO LOADING AIDS 

The Chinook has a number of features to facilitate loading of cargo. 
Only those of interest to ground unit personnel are described below. 

Cargo Hook System 

A cargo hook (Figure 3) which can be loaded to a maximum of 16,000 
pounds (8.000 pounar ACL in this Theater of operations) is provided to 
lift and transport external loads. The position of the cargo hook allows 
the load to be suspended beneath the center - of - gravity of the helicopter. 
The hook is suspended, by means of a carriage, from a removable bean which 
is mounted inside the rescue hatch located in.-the bottom of the fuselage. 
The hook also contains a spring - j»n£i./äejcl' keeper which prevents accidental 
loss of cargo. The cargo'hook system is. normally operated electrohydraul- 
ically but can also be opened pneumatically or manually. A load can be 
released from the cargo hook by the aircraft commander or pilot from the 
cockpit, or by the flight engineer or crew chief from the cargo compartment. 
Provisions for emergency release of cargo from the hook are installed, should 
failures to the helicopters hydraulic or electrical systems occur. 

Winching System 

A >,000 pound capacity hydraulically operated winch (Figure k)  is 
permanently mounted on the floor in the right-hand forward cabin &ection. 
The winch has 150 feet of. i-inch cable and is capable of winching up to 
12,000 pounds of cargo, with the aid of pulley blocks, through the rear 
cargo door. The winch has two reeling speeds: one for cargo loading (20 ft/ 
min) and one for hoisting (100 ft/min). The winch can be controlled from 
the cockpit or from the cnrgo compartment. 

Hoisting System 

The hoisting system (Figure 5) is used for air rescue and«for aerial 
loading of smaller general cargo through the utility hatch in the underside 
of the fuselage. The cargo hook assembly must be removed from the utility 
hatch before using the hoisting system. The hoisting systera differs from 
the winching system only in the manner in which the cable is reeled. 
Hoisting operations require the winch cable to be reeled overhead in the 
cabin fuselage section. Also, the hoist load capacity is limited to a 
maximum of 600 pounds. The winch cable hook is used for hoisting operations 
together with a cable cutter which provides for quick release of the paid- 
out cable in event of an emergency. 
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Figure 3 
CH-47 Cargo Hook 

Figure 4 
CH-47 Winch 

Figure 5 
CH-^7 Hoist 
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The hoisting system can be used in conjunction with the following 

equipment. 

Stokes Utter (FSN 6530-783-7810) 

The Stokes Litter (Figure 6) is a rigid, aluminum frame basket type 
litter which can be used to extract wounded personnel from an - therwise 
inaccessible area. The litter is hoisted from the ground at a near vert- 
ical angle to permit access through the helicopter's rescue hatch (Figure 
7). If there is a necessity to extract an individual through dense foliage, 
two stokes litters may be strapped face-to-face together to provide com- 
plete protection to the individual. 

Mountain iioscue Litter (FSN 6530-783-7600) 

The fountain Rescue Litter (Figure 8) is a semi-rigid poleless c.m- 
vi'-s-type litter which can be used for the same purpose as the Stokes Litter. 
However, this litter does not offer the same protection during the extrac- 
tion through dense foliage. Its main advantage is ease of storage and 
transport. 

Rescue Seat, Forest Penetrating 

The Rescue Seat, Forest Penetrating (Figure 9) is a 3-le?,ged.aluminum 
device which can accommodate one to three personnel and can be used to 
either extract personnel from, or lower than into, otherwise inaccessibL 
crcaa. Nylon straps are located in the top of the rescue device to aid in 
holding an injured person on the seat, however, personnel carried on the 
rescue seat should be ambulatory. 

Trooper Ladder 

This device can be used to off-load troops into, or extract them 
from, otherwise inaccessible areas- The Trooper ladder (Figure 10) is 
mounted on the rear ramp of the helicopter and can be used in lengths of 
60 and 120 feet. Figure 11 shows the bide view of the ladder installed. 
Although its employment is tactical operations has proven practical in 
emergency situations, utilization of the Trooper Ladder is extremely haz- 
ardous for the following reasons: 

a. Both the helicopter, while hovering, and the troops, while deployed 
on the ladder, are extremely vulnerable to hostile ground fire, even from 
a single sniper. 

b. While hovering at altitude, the helicopter is in the maximum 
danger area aero-dynamically should a mechanical malfuhction occur. 
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Figure 6 
Litokes litter 

Figure 7 
Jtokes litter beinr h.ust,. d into CtM? 
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Figure 8 
lijuntain Hoscue Litter 
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Figure 9 
uescue seat, forest penetrating 
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c.    Exceptional pilot skill is required to satisfc-ctoriDy r.aintain 

the helicopter at a high hover while avoiding entang]enent of the ladder 
with surrounding obstacDes. 

A 

Figure 10 
Trooper ladder installed on rear ranp of Ch-47 

Figure 11 
iiear view of trooper ] adder 
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CH.\PT ..i 2 

CA; ASILITI'.S AIJD M;iITATIO::S 

S ,GTIuN I 

As presently organized, one GH-47 Company (l6 aircraft) can furnish 
cqntinuqus operation'-1 support, during visual flight conditions, if a 
tot,:..l of not n;ore that 6 holicot/teri; are committed. In order to keep 
6 :.-jlicoutfcrs in continuous operation the Chinook unit vd.ll oftep fly 10 
or 11 f-ircraft during the course of the day. The additional aircraft 

'■rill ;;'. ur-ii to  replace .ircrv.rt requiring sohc-duled or unscheduled 
na:"nten ..;'>.: ■vnd to accornplieh repair parts pick-up and transport of crows 
avi.i e ;ui.:-;.i.-nt to the firld for on-site repair. {Maintenance and ajpply 
.:r.:f ;ort for Lne CH-47s is based on $0 hours per aircraft per aonth or 800 
hours per .-nonth for the 16 aircraft. It is conunon for the 6 aircraft .■hen 
being properly utilized to exceed thirty flying flying hours per day. 
If this iere continued over a thirty day period the unit would fly 900 
yours cr 100 hours over what h'.s, in view of current support, proven to 
be a r-; listic srogram. Since „lost CH-47 units support ccveral tactical 
units it is extremely important that the raaintr lance pcf.ture of the 
Chinooks be maintained at a high level to preclude a collapse of Chinook 
rupport with the resultant effects oh supported units. 

The design gross weight of the CH-47A is 28,550 pounds, witf. an 
alternate- or naximum allowable gross weight of 33»'-'0O pounds for nornal 
operations. 

Cargo nay be loaded internall;/ or sling load   ,.o>-rnally. r ae 
Allowable Cargo Load (ACL) for the" Chinook with a full load of fuel, is 
tt'-k^y'' pounds. This ACL is computed by considering th? aver:,", bacic weight 
of ti,<.' Cli-4?, adding those variable items which remain s-ubstaniially conrtant 
(.i.e., oil, erew, ' rmriment and standard and emergency equipment) end in- 
cluding a full load of fuel. An 8,000 lb ACL \-.lll permit a radius of 
action of 75 nautical miles, vdth 30 minutes fuel reserve. 

The Chinook has a total fuel capacity of 621 gallons (4036 lbs.), 
which gives a total flying time of 2 hours and 10 minutes. The amount 
of fuel carried may be varied under certain circumstances to allow more 
c.rgo to be transported. (For short-haul operations such as river or 
obstacles crossings, the Chinook can transcort 11,000 lbs, with minimum 
fuel). However, it is emphasized that for planning purposes loads should 
not exceed 8,000 pounds. 

The limitations upon CH-47 employment in a tactical area follows: 

*This is applicable for operation at or near sea level, .v'hen operating at 
higher altitudes contact supporting CH-47 unit for ACL. 
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a. Local security muit be provided by infantry troops in orccr tc 

permit sustained operations into unsecured areas. 

'X ̂  

b. Capabilities are significantly reduced during darkness, reduced 
visibility and severe weather. 

c. jitensive support maintenance is required duririp su.'t^ir-.^.i oper- 
ations. 

d. Continuous F0T, -e-supply-in-volume is required. 

S'.CTIüW II 

t-ATira C K/IGUH TI'.N 

As shorn in Figure 12, troop seating capacity in the Chinook is 33- 
This provides a seat and seat holt for each ;r.;.n.    It is desirable lor 
safety reasons that each passen.-er have a £ cat and taj/cty belt; howevtr, 
'ander eraergency conditions the Chinook can transport up to 40 troops (at. 
240 lbs per man) idth a reduced fuel load f;nd a radius of action of 2^ 
nautical mi^s. 

SEAT INSTALLATION 

FIGURü; 12 
Troop Seating Installation of the CK-47A 

IMCU&kD 
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IITTSU COiJFlG'ulinTiOW 
A 

As shovm in Figure 13> provisions for 2U littars c.re furnished. 
The two 1-raan seats in the aft section of the cargo cor.,part;.;e'ht ray re- 
main in place to accommodate medical attendants,    it is not ..if-essary to 
remove the troop seats in order to install the ]itters.    The Cn-U'/ nay, 
therefore, augment aeromedical evacuation from the tactical ::one. 

xy 
LITTER INSTALLATION 

FIGlliE 13 
litter Installation of the CH-A7A 
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SAFETY COWyiDfiRATIONS 

t. The following general safety precautions are required during 
Chinook operations: 

a. No smoking within 50 feet of the helicopter on the ground, or 
during take-off apd landing or at any time when fuel fuoes are present. 

b. It is preferable for troops working in the vicinity of a.CH-^7 
to wear ear plugs or cotton for noise protection. 

Cf   All vehicles and back-pack radios tiust have whip antennas 
either removed or tied down while near the Chinook* 

r.   Approach to cr departure from the helicopter should not be nade 
from or to the direct front or rear. Front rotor blade clearance is less 
than 6 feet from the ground, as shown in Figure 14. ängine.exhaust temp- 
eratures to the rear range frora.200oF at 55 feet to 900°F at 10 feet. 
See Figure 15. Auxiliary pov/er unit exhaust gas'temperatures are depicted 
in Figure 16. The preferred approach-departure is at 90 degrees to the 
side of the aircraft. See Figure 17. 

e. Weapons raust be cleared before entering the helicopter, and 
must be unslung and carried at port arms or slung muzzle down vtfien enter- 
ing and leaving the aircraft. 

f. Except under emergency conditions, all cargo should be tied 
down or otherwise secured. 

g. ftssengers are encouraged to have sleeves rolled down as pro- 
tection against fire, 

h. Seat belts will be utilized. 

i. whenever practical, no exposed personnel, tents, loose equip- 
ment or trucks with canvas should be positioned within 50 meters of a 
Chinook landing area. The high velocity rotor wash and associated flying 
debris during Chinook operations nay cause damage to any structure with- 
in 60 meters of a landing area. Also, Jooco articles may be swept up into 
the engines. 

2. The following safety precautions should be observed when partici- 
pating in external load operations: 
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TURNING RADII 

GROUND CLEARANCES 
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'Fl-cht controls ne-jtti. i. 

Turning xiadii ü iiotir jlc-d^ Croim-i C]rciv.nc-?r;, {.ll-iju 
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Bath Engiiwt D««tltiping Military Pawtr 

WARNING 

Avoid Entering 
Oongtr Areoi 

FIGülüä 15 
CiJ-47A Engine Exhaust üanger Areas 
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T62-T-2 Auiiliarjr P»mn Unit 

^ Jl! 

2 Ft        4Fl 6 Ft 8Fr        10 Ff       12 Ft       M Fi 

Dud Outlet Temp. 1000 F 
ot 100% Engine Load 

720°F   450oF    270°F     200oF ie0oF 

CH-47Ä Auxilliary rower Unit Jxhauct Danger A 
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^fest Approach-Departia-e:     90" to  the side of t he CH4?A 
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a. Prior to hooking up the load to the helicopter, the hook-up 

man should ue« a grounding rod. If available, to touch the cargo hook and 
thereby discharge static electricity which may be present on the hook. 
This precaution is particularly aopropriate during the dry season. (Figure 
18) 

b. The hook-up man should wear ear plugs and goggles. 

c. The hook-up man should hold the Doughnut as high in the air as 
possible. If the Üoughnut is the type which has steel keeper bolts on it, 
■ake sure that the belts are in the 3 or 9 o'clock position when the Dough- 
nut is placed on the helicopter's cargo hook, to prevent aetal-to-metal 
contact and wear on Doughnut,  (^ee Figure 19) The flight enrineer .all 
direct the pilot over the ]oad; the hook-up man should not attemnt to 
"chase" the cargo hook. 

d. After hook-up, the hook-up man should rapidly clear away from 
under the helicopter and the load. 

e. In the event of an aircraft emergency during hook-up, the hook- 
up wan ahould move to his left as he faces th helicopter. The pilot will 
move the aircraft to his left, which will be to the hook-up man's right. 

3» The Chinook has 9 emergency entrances > nd exits (Figures 20 ar.d 
21). There are 3 hand fire extin^uiphers aboard the aircraft. The b ttery 
is located In the forward section of the left fuselage ood r.nd can be 
reached only from outside the heliccoter. 

^ 

FIGURE 18 
Proper method of Hook-up 

FIGUTL. 19 ■ 
Correct method of 
holding Doughnut 
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PLAIINING THi AI R 1ICVL 

LECTION I 

SECTION OF FICK-U? A^ LANDIKG ÖOf.  S 

1. A typical landing area which will accomodate 1_ CH-A.7 should 
measure at least 100 yards in length and 35 yards in width. To accomodate 
each additional CH-47 add 50 yards in length. Add 35 yards in width for 
each additional Chinook if you plan to land them abreast. The approach 
and departure ends of the area iurt be clear of high obstacles and wires. 
An obstacle clearance1 ratio of 10:1 is required. That is, for every 1 
foot of barrier height, on the approach or departure path of the helicopter, 
the touchdown point in the landing zone should be 10 feet away from the 
barrier. For example: 

CP *^i^3s%o 

Because the barrier - in this case, trees - is 40 feet high, the 
landing area for the Chinook raust be 400 feet clear of the trees. 

2. A thorough inspection of the proposed landing area should be con- 
ducted by supported personnel. If possible, a grassy area rather than a 
dirt one should be used, particularly during the dry season. During a re- 
cent operation six CK-47s experienced engine malfunctions due to excessive 
dirt Ingestion. Since the Chinook sits very close to the ground, the area 
should be cleay* of large ruts, holes and stumps. If a clear area is not 
available, panels or u^struction markers, clearly visible to the pii.ts, 
ihouli nark these obstructions. The landing area should not be locatod 
close to tents, buildirgs or antennas, and all itSias of equipment laying 
loose on the ground or on vehicles must be secured to prevent the helijopter 
rotor wash from blowing articles into personnel, aircraft or vehicles. 
Items such as empty sand bags, papers and r^.gs can, and nave, been in;-'; sted 
into engines causing complete engine failure. 
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SSCTION II 

AIRLIFT PUNNING 

^ 

1. An Army unit would never atteiupt a road march or organize a con- 
voy without a plan. The same approach applies to an airlift involving 
Chinooks, The supported ground unit should always prepara a loading plan, 
no matter how abbreviated it must be because of operational circumstances. 
Of course, the jnore time available for planning, the more detailed the plan 
will be. Following are recommended steps in airlift planning: 

a. Determine what you are going to move (personnel and equipment). 
Weights of common items airlifted by CH-47 are shown in Appendix II. 

b. Determine the priority for movement of these items. 

.c- Prepare the load plan accurately and conscientiously. Plan loaab 
based on an allowable cargo load of 8,000 pounls.* The closer this ACL 
is approached, the more efficient and economical will be the employment of 
the Chinook, Appendix III contains a list of Typical Loads for the CH-47. 
Appendix IV shows a suggested format for a Loading Plan and Passenger Man- 
ifest . 

2. At least 1 officer and 1 KCO should be designated in advance ^o 
supervise the preparation and positioning of loads and to establish load- 
ing priorities. Loads must be rechecked—particularly vehicles for over- 
weight conditions—immediately prior to the airlift. Loads rigged for ex- 
ternal lift must b* checked for proper rigging and for condition of slings 
and clevises. For proper methods of rigging, see Chapter 5. Appendix V 
shows a suggested checklist which may be used as a guide when checking 
rigging. 

3. Plans must be made for refueling the supporting helicopters. The 
Chinook uses large quantities of Jl'-4: normal fuel consuption for one air- 
craft is between 250-300 gallons per hour. Duriag multi-ship lifts, fuel 
requirements become a significant factor. Refueling facilities are norm- 
ally supplied by the supported unit. During one recent operation, 70 per- 
cent of the Chinook operating time was spent in traveling from the opera- 
tional area to the nearest source of fuel. It therefore took 8 aircraft to 
do the same amount of work that couii have been accomplished by 3 aircraft 
if the supporting ground unit had planned for ;nd provided proper logistical 
support. If the situation is such that it is clearly impractical for the 
supported unit to arrange for aircraft refueling, the supporting helicop- 
ter company should be advised,. 

*rhi8 is based on operation at or near sea level, "hen operating at higher 
altitudes, contact your supporting CH-47 unit for ACL. 
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4. If the area into which the Chinook(s) will be transporting per- 
sonnel, equipinent, or cargo is hot secure, the supported unit raust arrange 
for gunehip tacort. 

5. Seasonal weather factor? -aust be  corisidered when planning the 
airlift. If it is the seaton MU^U there i:i extensive ground fog in the 
operational area diiring early ^ornir.^ hoiirs, it is clearly impractical 
to plan an airlift on an inflexible time schedule. If equipment is to be 
airlifted to a nr antain locatico it makes little sense to plan for the 
mission to take place during l:t-. afternoon when cloud buildups and tur- 
bulent winds iocrease,. Applicr' _o;i of cjmraon sense during the planning 
stage will help avoid delayed or aborted missions. 

6. If, after supported unit planning is completed, there remain un- 
resolved problems which the supporting Chinook unit can answer or assist 
with, the appropriate AvUtioa Battalion Operations Center should be con- 
tacted. The BOC will in turn consult the Chinook unit providing support for 
assistance. When time permits and the magnitude of the operation warrants, 
supported units are encouraged to arrange for a liaison visit from the 
supporting Chinook company as far in advance as possible. 

7. Appendix VI shows a suggested format for a CH-47 mission request. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PREPARING LOADS FOR HOVfJCMT 

SECTION I 

INTERNAL VERSUS EXTERN-L LOADING 

1. Obviously, both Internal and external loading have a place in 
CH-47 operations. Many loads are not suitable for external airlift and 
conversely, many loads are. Whenaver possible, external loading should be 
employed in order to iainiiaii,e helicopter ground time and thereby increase 
aircraft utilization. Loading the helicopter internally is hot, tiring 
work. Hooking up an external load 1c k CH-47 will require only a fraction 
of the tiiie (as little as 30 secoiüe) as that required to put the same load 
inside. Also, in case of emergency, an extema] lo:d can be Jettisoned. 
However, to make an operation of this type successful, the supported unit 
must have on hand a sufficient quantity of slings and net equipment to pre- 
pare the loads in advance of aircraft arrival. Little if any time is saved 
if the helicopter must shut down and wait while an external sling load is 
being prepared. 

2. Besides eliminating non-pruductive ground tine, another very fav- 
orable characteristic of airlifting external loads Is that relatively less 
ground area is required when the CH-47 is not required to land in order to 
load or unload cargo. This factor becomes critical after a succession of 
lifts ox" cargo, personnel and equipaent into an area have produced conges- 
tion consisting of tents, CP's, antennas, and administrative areas, figure 
2£ sums up Ihe difference between interaal and external transport of equip- 
ment which can be taore easily airlifted externally, 

SECTION II 

immiAt LOADING 

1, If a load ia obviously better suited to internal airlift, the fol- 
lowing procedures ahould be used! 

a. Bond the loads to pallets if possible. Mark the weight on each 
pallet as it ia prepared so the weight will be available when preparing the 
loading plan. 

b, Tnerst are two ways to load pallets on the aircraft. If there 
is a low bod trailer available, conveyor rollers can be placed on the bed 
of the vehicle and the pallet« placed on the rollers. Upon arrival of the 
Chlnock, the pallets are gushed or winched from the trailer onto the rollers 
In the bud of the Chinook. The other method is by use of the fork lift. 
There are two dls»ivantageö to using the fork lift. The first io that many 
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M-101 Howitzer loaded internally 

FIGU^ 22 
M-101 Howitaer with "tiggy back" ammunition 
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K aircraft have been damaged by iJork lifts. The second is that fork lifts     /iV 
are generally in short supply and long delays frequently occur when units 
are reliant on a fork lift for loading. 

c. When preparing equipment for internal loading in the Chinook, 
care must be taken to insure that the load will enter and exit the air- 
craft. Dimensions of the cargo area are shown in figure 2.  In general, 
antennas must be removed and stored. On 3/4 ton trucks, the spare tire 
must be removed, top bows removed and the windshield folded flat. Vehicle 
fuel tanks should not be more than two-thirds full. When driving a vehicle 
onto the helicopter, it is recommended that the driver wear goggles to pro- 
tect against the aircraft's APU and engine axhaust blasts to the rear of 
the helicopter. 

2.  Personnel 

a. Will be properly manifested 
b. Will be organized and oriented for efficient loading 
c. Will not be transported without I.D. Tags 
d. With back pack radios will remove or hold down antennas 
e. Will clear all weapons. Rifles will be unslung and carried at 

port arms, or slung muzzle down, when entering or departing the 
Chinook. Weapons will be held butt to floor between legs. The 
seat belt will pass through the sling of the rifle. 

f. Will exit the helicopter upon signal from the flight crew or 
troop commander. 

SECTION III 

PRINCIPLES OF RIGGING EXTERNAL LOADS 

1. TM 55-1520-209-10, "Operators Manual Army Model CH-47A Helicopter," 
states:  "External loads must not be rigged entirely with steel cable (wire 
rope) slings. A nylon vertical riser of at least 6 feet in length must be 
placed between a steel cable sling and the cargo hook to dampen vibration 
tendencies. Nylon and chain leg slings and pure nylon slings must have at 
least 6 feet of nylon in each leg". 

2. The mechanics of rigging external loads for airlift by the CH-47 
helicopter can be basically described as follows, starting at the aircraft's 
CARGO HOOK and progressing to the load: 

a. Without exception, a Sling, endless, 7,500 lb capacity, PSN 
3940-675-5001, commonly called the "Doughnut," is the attaching link be- 
tween the helicopter's cargo hook and whatever comprises the load. Two 
doughnuts are always used unless the doughnut is a manufactured component 
part of the sling, in which case one doughnut will suffice. 

b. Cargo slings should, whenever possible, be connected directly 
to the doughnut using a choker hitch (see Figure 23) or 
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(1) When the slings can^^^OolTlUld dirtctly to the aoupt- 
nuts (Figure 33) a clevis of apprcpriete capacity may be used to connect 
the doughnuts to the slings legs, Thip should be avoided us much as pos- 
sible because use of the clevis greatly reduces the life of tht dourhnuts. 
In the case of symetrically shaped loads, the clevis allows twisting of the 
load in flight and causes eventual failure of the doughnuts. 

(2) k doughnut may be an integral part of the manufactured slinp 
and can be attached to the car^o hook directly. 

c. Clevises are frequently used to connect the sling l-.g? to the 
load when the slins legs are attached to the doughnuts by a choker hitch. 
Jhen a clevis is used between nhe slings legs and the doughnuts, the op- 
posite end of the sling may be cormectad to the load by u^e of the choker 
hitch a* in the case of the M-lOi rtowitzer. 

CAUTION 
Vehicle lifting shackles will not be substituted for devise«- 

d. In tr-.e case of the cari^o net, most leads will rjermit connecting 
the comers of the net and the two dou.'hnuts with a clevis. If Uiis method 
cannot be used, a single leg, not to exceed six feet in length, may be used 
between the net and the doughnuts. ' four leg sling can also be used in 
which case one leg is attached to each corner. /lost carfro net loads are 
cylindrical or round in shape and are not inclined to t'vist or oscillate 
in flight. This factor permits use of single line suspension fron the air- 
craft to the load. 

e. Nylon material is extremely strong in comparison to other fabric 
materiril. The major disadvantage is the problem of heat and wear when it 
comes in contact with metal or similar materials under pressure. It sr.ould 
be noted that all nylon sling equipment if designed with cotton buffer ^ads 
at points where the sling comes in contact with the load (r'iinjre 2'3). 
These pads prevent wearing, burning ^nd eventual failure of th^ nylon rV. "ur. 
These pads should always be kept in plsce. In some cases it may be ^dvife- 
oble to tape these pads to provide greater security and prevent detachment. 
In the event these pads become se-arfted from the slinc it is i'.-.per'tive 
that these insulators be reolaced prior to further use. : crap canvas? ran 
be used for this purpose. 

f. As indicated above, nylon slings mu^t be oadded or insulated 3t 
any point where the sling comes in contact with the load, figure ZU  de- 
picts how to properly insulate these sLings. This is important, numerous 
sling failures have occurred through failure to adequately'insulate sling 
legs. Canvass is the most suitable material for this ouroose. Materials 
such as sandbags provide only limited nrotection. 
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PIGUHE 23 
Method of attaching Cargo Sling to Sling, ü-ndless, 7,500 lb Cap 

(Doughnut), using choker hitch (Cotton liner inside sling should be kept 
in place flush against the sling). Care must be taken to assure that liner 
will not be torn out. Replace with canvas liner if missing. 
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«V i 
Symetrically shaped loads such as conex containers tend to twist and 

oscillate in flight, particularly when they are lightly loaded. Always 
use rigging similar to that described on page IX-18 for loads of this type. 
A single line suspension to the aircraft offers the least res stance to this 
condition and should only be used for high density, round or cylindrical 
loads. 

3. The optimum sling le^ lifting nngle measured from the vertical is 
jJO to 45 degrees. Minimum sling tension would result from a vertical lift. 
Tension increases as the angle from the vertical increases, reaching maximum 
tension vhca the sling legs are horizonual with the load. However, if the 
sling 'Irad lifting angle if less that 30 decrees, load stability is affected 
and rotating or swinging motion of the load during flight may result. The 
increase in sling leg load with an increased angle is indicated in the fol- 
lowing diagrams: 

IOLB IOL8 

•SB lb     101»      £81* 7.1 lb iOlb 7.1 tt 

IOLB 

lOlb foib 1016 
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FIGURS 24 
Insulation of sling less with canvass 
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ANGLE IN DrJGR-.Rfi ANGÜLARITT 
MEASirRED FROM THE FACTOR 

VERTICAL 

83 11.473 
80 5.579 
75 ,3.863 
70 2.924 
65 2.366 
60 2.000 
55 1.743 
50 1.555 
45 1.414 
40 1.305 
35 1.220 
30 1.154 
25 1.103 
20 1.064 
15 1.035 
10 1.015 

5 1.003 
0 

FIGURE 25 

1.000 

Angularity Factor Chart 

SECTION IV 

EXTERNAL LOAD RIGGING EQUIPMENT 

. 1, The equipment used for rigging external loads is shown in Ap- 
pendix VII. Also shown are examples oi oouaaon failures involving this 
equipment. 

2. A recommended list of equipment» by type organization» consid- 
ered a minimuB to eupport CH-47 airlift operations, is shown in Appendix 
VIII. 

SECTION V 

PREPARATION AND RIGGING OF TTPICAL EXTERNAL' LOADS 

The Mthoda of rigging typical loads externally airlifted by 01-47 
are shown in Appendix H. 
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CHAPTER 6 

OaCANIZATIOH OF THS 

PICK-UP ZONE 

1. The loads should b« aegregated and positioned in the pick-up 
zone in accordance with the unit's load plan and in such a way that the 
helicopters can land in front of an internal load or in back of an'exter- 
nal load. Combination loads should be placed to allow the Chinook'to land, 
load the internal cargo from the rear and then move forward to pick up 
the external load. 

2. Sufficient area must be available Ho allow the Chlnooks to op- 
erate safely in proxlaity to each other. 

3. Whenever possible, internal canto  should be loaded while the 
helicopters are refueling, to avoid unnecessary ground time. 

4 
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CHAPTER 7 

SECTION I 

CONDUCT OF THE MOVE 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

The supported unit is responsible for having ground-crew signal men 
and hook-up men trained and available. The supporting CH-47 company will 
provide assistance as requested by the ground unit to train these person- 
nel. 

SECTION II 

USE OF PATHFINDERS 

1. Normally, the Chinook company will provide Pathfinder suppoit 
unless the supported unit has organic Pathfinders available. The first 
helicopter landing in the PZ and LZ will drop off the CH-47 Pathfinders. 
The PacnfInders will work with the ground unit's Loading Superviser/Air 
Movement Officer or NCO. 

2. The Pathfinders (or, in their absence, the supported ground unit 
personnel) will: 

a. Check loading plans for accuracy and completeness. 

b. Check loads for location, rigging and security. A check list 
for cargo rigging is shown in Appendix V. 

c. Using FM radio, direct the helicopters to the appropriate land- 
ing, parking, loading or unloading area. Smoke grenades and, when avail- 
able, loading pannels, will be used to mark these locations. When smoke 
is used, it should be placed 15 feet in front of the point where the nose 
of the aircraft is desired. For external loads, the smoke should be placed 
at the desired release point of the sling load. The pilot will set the 
load next to the smoke. 

d. The following information should be radioed to the helicopter 
upon its approach to the pick-up or landing zone: 

(1) Enemy situation (if applicable) 
(2) Wind direction and velocity. 
(3) Direction Q£  approach (heading in degrees) 
(4) When smoke is cut. 
(5) Type load (if applicable) 
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EXAMPLES: 

(Helicopter Inbound to Pick-Up Zone) 

Helicopter: "(Pathfinder Call Sign), (CH-47 
Call Sign) inbound to your 
location." 

PF or Gnd Personnel:      'Roger, (CH-47 Call Sign), 
negative enemy situation, wind 
from northeast at 5 knots, 
approach heading 030 degrees, 
smoke on call, your load will be 
external Class V." 

(Helicopter Inbound to Landing Zone) 

Helicopter: "(Pathfinder Call Sign), (CH-47 
Call Sign) inbound to your 
location with external load of 
Class V." 

PF of Gnd Personnel:      "Roger (CH-47 Call Sign), enemy 
small arms firing approximately 
2 kilometers north of landing 
zone, wind light and variable, 
approach heading 360 degrees, 
smoke on call." 

e. The supported unit should furnish a signalman or guide to 
direct the helicopter to the exact touch-down area desired. Guides 
should be familiar with the proper arm and hand signals as shown in 
Appendix XI. The guide should position himself where he can see the 
pilot's helmet from the time the Chinook is on final approach until the 
aircraft has either parked or has departed. This will normally require 
the signalman to be 50 yards in front of the desired point of 
touchdown. 
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CHAPTER 8 

REBUPPLY OPERATIONS 

The principles involved in rigging and loading cargo for, and the 
method of conducting, resupply operations are basically similiar to those 
pertairing to movements discussed earlier. However, attention of the 
supported ground unit is invited to the following general recommendations. 
They result from experience gained during past operations, and have con- 
tributed to the safe and timely accomplishment of resupply operations con- 
ducted by CH-/J helicopters. 

1. Loads should be planned on a priority of movement basis, and 
each load should wei.-;h as close to 8,000^ lbs as possible, itlxperience 
during past resupply operations has shown that the use of a Load Card 
greatly assists in organizing and expediting a resupply operation. The Load 
Card is given to the aircr ft. crew when the load is placed aboard the air- 
craft or prior to the hooking up of an external load. The suggested format 
for such a Load Card is shown at Appendix XII. 

2. Use the external airlift /..ethod whenever possible, utilizing 
A-22 Cargo Bags, or cargo nets, k-22's  are ideally suited for pre-load- 
ing ammunition, rations or ice. When cargo nets are utilized, scrap can- 
vas liners are helpful for holding ota;3.rts in the net, and for helping 
distribute the load stresses. 

3. Assure that an adequate suf/.rly of sling and net equipment is 
available. The supporting transport ;iciicopter company must be notified 
if supplementary sling equipment is required. 

4* Whwn feasltol», rvaerve •'terns .T; m bulky ünrates an* boxee-Mdaen 
utlli«ij|g external airlift. Ammunition should be transported in fiber 
cartons rather than in baxmt o" in the hleel  jungle pack—the saving in 
weight rangas fron 13 to 2^ no ids pM- round. Also, anrao boxe!« and the 
jungle pack containers mua^ be remove,, from the artiHery site, causing 
more cargo handling and expenditure of aircraft time. 

5. To resupply water, the desi: a.:: ie Method is to externally air- 
lift 250 or 500 gallon fabric water dn;^. '.h-.xt,  most desirable is to ex- 
ternally airlift a 1^ ton, 400-galion ..■ oi-t trailer. The iep.st desirable 
methcd is to transport 5 gallon wate: c ns internally. 

6. Return flights from the resupply drop-off area should be uti- 
lized by the supported unit to back-haul expended ammunition brass and any 
other eqvipiaent or material which is practical to returp to the supply 
point. 

♦This is based on operation at or near sea level. When operating at higher 
altitudes, contact your supporting Cri-47 unit for ACL. 
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EXTRACTION OPSH'.TIONS 

The general methods and procedures used in the employment of Cü-i»? 
iielicopters during extraction operations are basically the s-jne as ured 
in moving a ground unit to the field. However» as with itesupply operations 
du.-cus'ed in Chapter 8, there are Sfecific operating practices peculiar 
to the extraction by Chinook of ground eleaents. 

1. Security of the are.^ is of vital importance to permit aircraft 
as lar^e as the CH-A7 to operate safely in a forward area.  "jctraction of 
an J.rtillery unit must be planned by the ground element so as to provide 
adequate security by infantry personnel until the last carTO load departs 
the oick-up zone. Air cover, in the form of araed helicopters (gunships), 
rr.ust be requested by the supported ground force, for pick-up zones loc ited 
in marginally secure areas. 

2. Cargo comprised of difficult-to-load items of supplies and eq- 
uipment must be planned to be moved out first. This will take advantage 
of the greiter manpower available at.the pick-up site during the initial 
part of the move. 

3. Loads must be planned and coordinated to avoid the necessity of 
having the Chinooks shut down in t^e pick-up zone, flround unit personnel 
are reminded that the fuel consumption rate is high—whether flying or 
parked on the ground with engines running. The more ti^e soent on the 
ground, the less the number of loads carried between refueling stops, nd 
the longer the time reauired to extract the unit. 
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PHEPARATICIJ OF A UIGliT UKDIKa AREA 

Nißht operation in unjirepared landing arefis cr.n he extremely haz- 
ardous becausB of obstructions and the presence of dust and debris causing 
loaaijOf visual reference b;r the pilots.    Hovrever, if sn emergency exists 
requiring Chinook support, the eupported unit must try to r-ct up some form 
of light ad landing era«.   Methods of lighting ;. ianrling aiv-i pro ehowi in 
Figure 26.    If neither a night lighting set nor vehicleo arc; p.vuil/'blr«, 
the landing area nay be ringed with flashlight^ as a lafit resort. 

üOfc'T D'ttiliiiuBld LIGHTING ARHy^G^M' FOR CH-47 NIGHT UHDIIiG ARKA: 

5 Yds'between lights 

A 

DIF^CTICN 
OF LANDING 

8 Yds between lights 

(Helicopter vdll land to the left of the Tee 

ALT.MATE METHOD CF LIGHTIflC CH-47 KIGI1T LANDIUG AREA: 

■20 Yds rainimum for 
JL. safety considentions 

Vehicles 
FIGURE 26 
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APFliNDIX I 

RhFSR3!C:;-S 

1. Army Regulations 

AR 95-13 Safety Procedures for Operation and 
Movement of Amy Aircraft on the 
Ground 

2. Field Manuals 

m 55-15 
FM 101-10 

Transportation Reference Data 
Staff Officer's Field Manual 

3. Technical Manuals 
• 

TM 10-500 Airdrops of Supplies and Equipment, 
General 

TM 55-405-8 Air Transportation of Supplies and 
Squipiaent:    External Transport Pro- 
cedures. 

TM 55-1520-209-10 Operators Manual CH-47 Helicopter 

4. Technical Bulletins 

TB 55-46 Standard Characteristics for Trans- 
portability of Military Vehiclfs and 
Equipment 

5. Other 

let Aviation Brigade Handbook, 1 Jul 66 

let Air CavalryJ)ivi8ion Airmobile Techniques and Procedures, 3rd 
Revision 

Aeroquip, Universal Cargo Sling Operating Instructions 3UL 274 
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WEIGHTS OF CüKHON IT?i-.E 

Vehicles 

i Ton Truck 2350 (+ 100 lbs w/Hadios) 

t Ton Trailer 600 
3A Ton Truck 5700 (f 2-0  lbs V.7W) 
3A Ton Trailer 1350 
1^ Ton Water Trailer 2900 

400 aal (Fiberglass) 
1| Ton Trailer 2750 
Mechanical Mule 900 

Artillery 

M-101 Howitzer w/shields 4990 
M-101 Howitzer w/o shields 4600 
Ml 02 Howitzer 3100 
105 MM ammo per IU  in 3ox 60 

in Carton 47 
in tteel 
Jungle reck 71 

155M Howitaer Projectile 95 
Powder 35 

30 Rds 105XK Ammo in Fiber 
Containers 1450 

POL (Ijctemal Loads Only) 
55-Gal Drums 500-Gal Drums (Coliaptible) 

Gasoline 373 3300 

JPA 410 3550 

Diesel Fuel 432 3800 

Lub Oil 472 

Miscellaneous 

4300 

Water Can w/5-Gal 45 
C Rations 25 
81MM Mortar w/Fuze , Box of 

3 Rds. 
53.5 

4.2 1-3-i Mortar w/Fuze, Box of 81.7 
2 Rds. 

Rice, 100 Kilo Bag 230 
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TYPICAl! LC/DS 

The following typical loads which can be airlifted by CH-47 helicop- 
ters are offered as representative; obviously, such a list cannot be sll- 
inclusive.    standardization of loads by supported ground units will .»rcatly 
expedite airlift by CH-47 and will assist in reducing the time required 
for planning and liaison with the supporting helicopter company. 

33 Personnel* 7920 
Cargo 80 

Total Weight 8000 

1-t Ton Truck 2350 
1-i Ton Trailer 600 
17 Personnel 4080 
Cargo in Trailer 1000 

Total './eight ÖC30 

1-3A Ton Truck 5900 
w/w 

1-i Ton Trailer 600 
Driver 240 
Cargo 1250 

Total Weight 7990 

1-3/4 Ton Truck ^900 
W/W 

Driver 240 
Cargo in Truck 1860 

Total Weight 8000 

2- Collaosible Fuel 7100 
Uruins (500 Gal 
ea., Kxtemal) 

2- Personnel 480 
Total ./eight 7580 

2~t  Ton Trucks 6290 
w/106 RR 

7- Personnel 1680 
Total Weight 7970 

* Based on 240 IJS p-:/ individual.    This includes the weight of the 
individual and Ir    proportionate share of hand-carried supplies -nd 
equipment include » crew-served weapons up to, but not including, the 
106MK RR and 4.2 ii ^h l-iortar. 

The following typical loads are offered as a basis for nlannin^ the 
airlift by CH-47 of a 105MM Howitzer Battery: 

Load #1     (Battery FDC) 

1-i Ton Truck w/radios 2450 
1-3/4 Ton Trailer 1350 ' 
8 Personnel 1920 
Section iquip on Trailer 600 
Add'l Personnel or Cargo 1680 

1 Internal) 
".'■ital 'Jf^eht eOv-'j 

ill" 
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A 
Lead #2 thru 7 (105MM Howitzer Section) 

1-103MM Howitzer w/shields 4990 
(External) 

Sec Equip strapped to How 300 
30 Rds Ammo in Fiber Containers 1450 

^External) 
3 Personnel 720 
2 Fuze IJoxes 16Ü 
6 Cases C Rations 150 
5 Water Cans 5 Gal 225 

Total Weight 7y95 

or 

1-105MM Howitzer w/shields 4990 
(External) 

30 Rds Ammo in Fiber Containers 1450 
(External) 

6 Personnel 1440 
S/A Ammo, Water, Rations, Tools 110 

Total Weight 7990 

NOTE:  If 105MM Howitzer is without shields, 400 lbs of 
additional cargo or equipment may be added. 

Load #8 thru 10 

66 Boxes Ammo (132 Rds) 
(External) 

7950 

or 

160 Rds Ammo (in Fiber 
Containers) (External) 

Load #11 

7600 

1-3/4 Ton Truck 
l-k Ton Trailer 
Driver 
Cargo in Truck and Trailer 

,  Total Weight 

5700 
600 
240 
1460 
8000 

111-2 
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APPENDIX IV 
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CHECK 1.37 FJR iOAD PitSPAriATU« 

\V) General 

1. loading Flans should be prepared in 3 copies  (1 for tnit;  1 each 
for Pathfinders in PZ and IZ). 

2, An Officer or NGO from the supported unit shouJd be readily avail- 
able to the fethfinders in the PZ anl 12. 

übcternal :d.y;ing 

1, Always perfonr. a detailed visual inspection of all sling equipment 
prior to rigging the load.    Equipment found to be frayed, burned or worn 
(miiior surface wear is norral) should be declared unserviceable and destroyed 
if not repairable.    After inspection, nylon slings should be wrapped with 
canvas   at possible chafing points (figure 24). 

2. men possible avoid using steel clevises as the connecting link 
to the nylon doughnuts particularly with synetrically shaped loads which 
tend to twist in flight.    Rapid deterioration of the doughnuts and loss of 
the load ray result. 

3.    '»-Leg Adjustable slings: 

a. Delta rings oust be removed or taped flush to the sling. 

b. All legs must be adjusted to exactly ehe same length, by cormpar- 
ison. 

c. All legs raust be adjusted to the proper lehgth considering the 
optimum 30-35° angle. 

d. Each ratchet must have a level wrap of nylon strap around it. 

e. loose ends of sling legs must be taped. 

f. 31ing legs must not be crossed over each other:    The inside pair 
should be attached to one end of the load, the outside pair to 
the other.    Figure 29 

g. 31ings must be in good general condition. 

U,    Cable i-.ets: 

a. There should be an equal number of rings between attachment 
points (5 .ings on each drawstring; drawstrings properly pos- 
itioned). 

b. General condition of nets ^^ 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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c. Maximum load of 2000 lbs. 

3. Rope Nets: Canvas liner used if small objects included in load. 

6. A-22 Cargo Bag: 

a. 4-leg Adjustable Sling should be adjusted to 6 ft. and attached 
to the A-22 Delta rings"with small clevises or she kle anchor 
screws. 

b. Bag must be loaded correctly to provide equal stress on all 
h  sides. 

7. lOÜMM Howitzer 

Cargo slings must be wrapped with canvass or similar material wherever 
they contact the howitzer. Give particular attention to insulation in the 
hole on gun casting which piggy-back sling passes through. Failure to 
insulate the sling from the sharp edges of the casting will result in loss 
of the load. 

INTERNAL LOADS 

1. i Ton Truck 

a. Wirecatcher removed, 

b. Aerial securely held down. 

2. 3/4 Ton Truck 

a. Spare tire removed. 

b. Windshield folded down. 

c. Bows removed, 

d. Only one side antenna mount permitted on each vehicle. , 

e. Load not to exceed 2000 lbs. 

3. 3/4 Ton Trailer 

External transport of the 3A ton trailer is recommended unless a 
I ton vehicle is used as a prime mover. For internal loading remove the 
top bows. Overall heighth of trailer should not exceed 7^". 

^ 
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APPQIDIX VI 

CH-47 MISSION RBQUliST 

\     1. Mission Requested by: (Complete Unit Designation: Co, Bn, Bde, Div) 

2. Requesting Officer: 

3. Mission Date:  Number CH-^Ts Requested;  

4. Initial Reporting Instructions: 

a. Acft Report to: 

b. Coordinates:  

c. Time:   

d. Ground Contact:  
(Call Sign)     (Frequency) 

5. Mission Itinerary and Instructions: 

a. 12:    Coordinater,:     ,  

b. LZ:  Coordinates:  

6. General Mission Information: 

a. Type Cargo to be Airlifted:   

b. Number of Lifts:   

c. Number of Internal Loads:   Number of External Loads: 

d. Special Equipment Required from Supporting CH-47 Unit: 

e. Special Mission Instructions:  . __ 

f. Release Time; 

vi-i     /^7 
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APPENDIX VII 

cAmo sum AND NET mntmn USED FCR RiOGEiti MATERNAL LOADS 
\\ 

FSW 

1^70-753-37^9 
3790 
3791 
3792 
3793 
3m 

1670-753-3630 

3631 
3786 

1670-823-50W 
5041 
5043 
5043 
5044» 

3940-298-396$ 

3940-542-4698 

3940-675-5001 

3940-675^5002 

3940-675-5003 

3940-774-8507 

3940-85^-7998 
3940-69^-4375 
3940-902-3080 
1670-242-9169 
1670-090^5354 

1670-36O-0304 

403O-I85-0490 

Sling Cargo Aerial Del 13,500 lb 2 loop 

Sling Cargo Aerial Del 
20,000 lb 3 loop 

Sling Cargo h Leg Adjustable 

Sling Cargo Paulin:    Cotton Duck 12X12 Ft 
Norn 0/A Dim 

Sling Cargo Net 14» S<i 7-7/8"   Mesh 2* 
*Circ Rope 

Sling Endless:    Nylon Uebbing 7,500 lb Cap 
10" Lg 1-3/4" V 

Sling Endless:    Nvlon V.ebbing 2,500 lb Gap 
4 Ft Lg wA" W 

Sling Endless:    Nylon VWbbing 2,500 lb Cap 
8 Ft Lg 1-3./4"W 

Sling Cargo Net:    Metal Octagonal 5,000 lb 
Rated Cap 

Sling Set Cargo universal Type Set t.ro.  1 
Sling Cargo Net:    Nylon 12X12 Ft 
Sling Nylon 4-Leg Aeroquip 40,000 lb Cap 
^a^. Cargo Aerial Del A-22 
Clevis Assy Suspension Bolt and Nut Type 

Size 5 
Clevis Assy Suspension Bolt and Nut Typö 

Siä* 3 
Shackle Anchor Screw- 

s' 0/A lg 
9«. 

11« 
12» 
16- 
20' 

9' 
13' 
11' 
12» 
16' 
20' 
13' 

♦Limited standard] no longer .being procured 

m-i 
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\\5 

Sling BKLIMO Nylon V ebbing 

7,500 lb 
fSH 39W>-675-5001 

Shaekl« taoter Screw 
FSi W30-185-0490 

Clevis Assy Suspension Bolt 
and Nut Type Size 5 
FSN 1670-090-535A 

Glovis '\3sy Sus- 
pension   tolt  uid 
Nut Type Size 3 

FSN 1670-36O-030/* 

Sling Set Ctrpo nniwersal Type Set No.1 
FSN 39AO-356-7998 

7II-2 /^ 9 
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Sling Cargo Aerial Del 13,500 lb 2 loop 9« lg 
FSN 1670-753-3790 

Sling Cargo Aerial Del 20,000 lb 3 loop 9' lg 
FSN 1670-753-3631 

Sling Endless Nylon Webbing 2,500 lb 8» lg 
FSN 3940-675-5003 

^ 

m 



V 

ÜNClASSiFiEO 

Bag Cargo Aerial Delivery A-M FSN 1670-242-9169 

Bag Cargo Aerial Delivery A-22 FSN 1670-242-9t69 
(Placed on top of unit above) 

51in« Cargo Net Hrlon 12X12 FSN 3940-892-4375 

Sling Cargo Net Bope lUU FSN 3940-542-4698 

VII-4      W 
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Sling Cargo / Leg adjustable«,  10,0C0 lb Cap.    ?SN 1 <'.70-ß23-50/t/) 

Sling Hargo Tct V.ot'J Coi^wil S/TC^'lb ■".aj.-.   FSI' W<-llU-£5Qn 

■"ÜTilted standaitii no lor'^0'' beiiig j-rocr^d,    r^rtoire1 • "Pt be *rv.3■'■fie 
safel:' uae this sling. 

**Ilmit loads in this cargo i.et t,o O,cro lbs. 

imssinED //« 
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^ 

Failures of this type are noat fraqumtly causad by twisting action 
of the load.   Use of a clevis as the connecting link betvMn the sling legs 
and the doughnuts with symetrically shaped loads gives the load greater 
freedom to twist ind frequently reRiilts in deatruetion of stitohing of the 
doughnut as shovn a>x>V9,    Additionally, to prolong the service life of the 
doufhnuis, place the doughrnt on the hook with the inside seam., ninety de- 
grees to the net^l hook. 

Tr.e stra; s of a carso slir.g which 
n'.V,'-.ed irii'iä'i ,r.etil of a vater trailer, 
VrT1--'  ir.C c i'iseö Iczs cf the load. 

/H 
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Une loop of this tvo loop  s^irip burned Ihrcuph jn 
In flight even thov^h  slirrj \;nc ■..rajper' \..ith a t-rrt 
bag,    HeaVy duty canvas is the -->i;t Pitisfactory in- 
sulation 

\v 
i 

«*■ <■ 
^«^ 

One loop of this two loop sling failed due to 
rubbing on trailer tailgate in flight. 

(rii-7 
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A 

The result of placing n^tai Keeper belt of 
Dottghnut, part of k Leg .'idJnstaHle Slfr^j on the 
helicopter cargo hook.    This t^e doughnut is manu- 
factured as prirt cf the slinr.    The keener bolt must 
be placed so as not. to contact  the cir^o hook or 
nylon slin» legs. 

Bent lifting hook or a '4 Leg Adjust ible Cargo 
Sling.    Lifting hooks nust be attached  sn xs to provide 
a straight pull on the load, or above vr.11 result. 

vn-9    //f 
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Metal Delta rings should be cut off the 4 Leg 
Adjustable Cargo Sling, or at least taped flush with 
th« sling. The "D" ring on sling above was loose, 
and as the load was being airlifted, the ring cut 
through the nylon, almost causirg loss of the load. 

The ratchet on the 4 Leg Adjustable Cargo Sling 
must have a full wrap of the nylon sling around it, 
as shown at Top. At Center, the ratchet does not, 
and the weight of the load will be carried only by the 
stitching to the left of the keeper on the left of the 
ratchet. At Bottom, the stitching has torn out and 
will allow the sling leg to t.lip out of the ratchet, 
resulting in a dropped load. 

vn-9 fH 
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FSf: 

HICÜWÄLSD LIST OF RIGOItiO .•:,;.I.}•.-?:? BY TYr1. CHGWllhTKh 

CARGO SEING A'.'D NaT RECMR-^.'.TS F'K HELItCRN:- LIFT OF: 

IKFAOTRy BillGAD:: Hw 

1670-090-335^     Clevis Assy Suspenrior, Bolt ant! Wut Type 
Size 5 

l670-a*2-9l69     3a«T Cargo Aerial Del A-22 (For ice, rationf) 
1670-753-3790     Sling Cargo Aerial Del 13,500 lb 2 loop 9« 

0/A lg (For fuel bladders, water trailer*, 
Conex Container) 

1670-753-3793     Sling Cargo Aerial Del 13,500 lb 2 loop 16« 
0/A IG (For 3A ton truck) 

39^0-675-5001     Sling endless:    «ylon webbinr 7,500 lb carvicity 
lO" If l-OA" wide (Doughnut, for use with all 
slings) 

3940-856-7998     Sling Set, Cargo, Universal 1>pe set Ko 1 (For 
general rigeirvc of fuel bla.ders, wster con- 
tainers, trailers, etc.) 

3940-892-4375     Sling Cargo Net:   Nylon 12x1;. 
♦Fiberglass water trailers require 11 or 12« 2 loop slinga 

4C 

20 
8 

4 

40 

10 

FSN 
1670-090-5354 
1670-242-9169 

HCAD DiyiSI. !■ SUFhOP.T CCi-^A!^ 

mrrMUwm 
300 
150 

Clevis Assy Size 5 
Bag Cargo Aerial Del A-22 (For am;.©, ice, 
rations, misc.) 
Sling Cargo Aerial Del 13,500 lb 2 loop «• 
0/A (For bladders, water trailer, Conex) 30 
Sling Car-jo Aerial Del:    13,500 lb 2 loop 12« 30 
0/A lg       (For 1^ t^n trailer, bridge mater- 
ials.) 
Sling Cargo Aerial Del:    13,500 lb 2 loop 16' 30 
0/A lg (For 3/4 ton truck, bulky can?o.) 
Sling Cargo Aerial Del:    13,500 lb 2 loop 20« 30 
0/A Ir (genFrt  ripjing of bulky cargoi) 
Sling Cargo 4 leg adjustable (For A-22 ba^s.) 4C' 
Sling Cargo paulin:    Cotton duck 12x12 Ft Norn 20 
0/A Din,    ('or use L.pide carro net.) 

3940-542-4698     Sling Cargo Net:    14« So 7-7/8 -In ifesh Z-k in. 10 
circ roce (For general rigr'in.- of bulky car.-o) 

3940-675-5001     Sling endless:   Nylon webbinr 7,500 lh caracity     300 
10" lg.   1-3A" wide (dourhnut) 

1670-753-3790 

1670-753-3792 

1670-753-3793 

1670-753-3794 

1670-823-5044 
3940-298-3985 

VII1-1 ff7 
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3940-856-7990 

3940-892-4375 

1670-090-5354 
1670-242-9169 
1670-753-3790 

1670-753-3792 

1670-753-3793 

1670-823-5044 
3940-5^2-/, 698 

3940-675-5001 

3940-856-7998 

3940-892-4375 
4030-185-0490 

«Fiberglass 

FSN 
1270-090-5354 
1670-242-9169 
1670-753-3790 

1670-753-3792 

1670-753-3793 

1670-823-5044 
3940-298-3985 

3940-675-5001 

3940-675-5003 

3940-774-8507 

4030-185-0490 

Sling set, cargo universal type set NRI (For   20 
general rig ing of fuel oladders and trai- 
lers.) 
Sling cargo net: Nylon 12x12 10 

105MM HOWITZER RN HQ BTRY 

Clevis Assy Size 5 30 
Bag Cargo Aerial Del: A-22 20 
Slin* Cargo Aerial Del: 13,500 lb 2 loop 9*   10 
0/A lg ( For bladders, water trailers*, Conex) 
Sling Cargo Aerial Del: 13,500 lb 2 loop 12«   10 
0/A (For 1^ ton trailer, misc, rifling.) 
Sling Cargo Aerial Dei: 13,500 lb 2 loop 16«   10 
0/A lg (For 3/4 ten truck, misc, rigging) 
Sling Cargo 4 leg adjustable (For A-22 Bags.)   10 
Sling Cargo Net: 14' Sq 7-7/8 in Kesh 2^ in   10 
circ rope 
Sling endless: Kylon webbing 7,500 lb cap    30 

10" lg 3/4 wide 
Sling Set, cargo universal type NRI (For gen-   4 
eral rigging of fuel bladders, pallets, trai- 
lers etc.) 
Sling Cargo Net: Nylon 12x12 10 
Shackle Anchor Screw 30 
water trailers require 11 or 12' 2 loop Slings 

105MM HOWITZER BTRY 

NOMENCLATURE QUANTITY 
Clevis Assy Size 5 40 
Rag Cargo Aerial Del A-22 (For amno, rations«)  16 
Sling Cargo Aerial Del: 13,500 lb 2 loop 9'   14 
0/A lg: (For lifting 105 howitzers and gentral 
use with nets.) 
Sling Cargo Aerial Del: 13,500 lb 2 loop 12»   12 
0/A lg. (For use with 105 How. and fiberglass 
water tlr.) 
Sling Cargo, Aerial Del: 13,500 lb 2 loop 16«   10 
0/A lg (For lifting 3/4 ton truck.) 
Sling Cargo 4 leg adjustable (Anroo bags)      6 
Sling Cargo Faulin: Cotton Duck 12x12 ft Norn  10 
0/A Dim 12x12 (For use inside cargo net«) 
Sling endless; Nylon webbing 7,500 lb capa-   30 
city 10" 1-3/4" ¥ide'(doughnut) 
Sling endless: Nylon webbing 2,500 lb cap 8'  20 
lg 1-3/4" (For attaching aamo to gun and gen- 
eral use) 
Sling Cargo Net: Metal Octagonal 5,000 lb rated 6 
cap 
Shackle Anchor Screw 30 
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APPENDIX IX 

METHODS OF RIGGING TYPICAL LOADS 

500 GALLON COLLAPSIBLE FUEL DRUM 

1. Rigging Equipment Required: 

2 ea. Sling Endless: Nylon Webbing 7,500 lb (Doughnut FSN 
3940-675-5001 

4 ea. Sling Endless:  Nylon Webbing 2,500 lb 8' lg. FSN 
3940-675-5003 

or, in lieu of above, 

1 ea. Sling Cargo 4 leg Adjustable FSN 1670-823-5044 

2. Method A; 

a. Combine 2-8' slings together by placing one loop inside the 
other. 

b. Tie the 2 loops tc the doughnut with a reverse choker hitch 
(see Figure 23) to form on^ leg. 

c. Repeat steps a and b, above, with the other 2-8' slings, tying 
them to the same Doughnut. 

d. Attach free end of one pair of 8' slings to the Fuel Drum, 
placing the shackle on the drum through the loop on the end of the sling. 
See Figure 27. 

e. Repeat step d with other 8' sling, attaching it to Drum 
shackle on opposite side of the drum. 

3. Method B: 

a. Using one 4-leg Adjustable Cargo Sling, adjust each leg to 
length of 7 feet. 

b. Attach 2 legs of sling to one shackle of Fuel Drum, the other 
2 legs to shackle on opposite side of drum. See Figure 28. 

2 - 500 GALLON COLLAPSIBLE FUEL DRUMS 

1. Rigging Equipment Required: 

IX-1 
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\^ 

? ea.. tlinß /ndless; Nylon «ebbing 7,5'JO lb 
(Doughnut) F&N 3940-675-5001 

8 ea. Sling -ndless; Nylon ..'ebbing 2,5Cü lb 
8« lg. F.'.U 3940-675-5003 

^    Or, in lieu of above, 

1 ea. Eiing Cargo i* leg Adjust-ble FiK  1670- 
823-5044 

2. Method A: 

a. Combine 218' slings together by placing one loop inside the 
other. 

b. Tie the 2 loops to the doughnut with a choker hitch (ree Figure 
23) to form one leg. 

c. Repeat steps a and b, above, with the other 6, 8' slings, at- 
taching them to the same doughnut. 

d. Attach free ends of the slings to the ?u5l Drums as shown in 
Figure 27. 

3. Method B: 

a. Using one 4 Leg Adjustable Cargo Sling, adjust each leg to a 
length of 7 feet. 

b. Attach 2 legs of the aling to one Drum, other 2 le.cs to the 
other Drum. Note caption on Figure 29, pertaining to the positioning of 
sling legs in paire, inside and outside. 

105MM HOWITZER ..ITH "PIGGY-BACK" LOAD OF AMMUNITION 

1. Higging Equipment Required: 

2 ea. Sling Fndless; Nylon Webbing 7,500 lb (Doughnut) FSN 3940- 
675-5001 

1 ea. Sling Cargo 13,500 lb 12« Lg FEN 1670-753-3792 
1 ea. Sling Cargo 13>500 lb 9' 1^ FEN 1670-753-3790 

or 
1 ea. Sling Cargo 20,000 lb 9' Lg FEN 1670-753-3631 
1 ea. Sling «dless 2,500 lb 6« Lg FEI! 3940-675-5003 
1 ea. Eling Cargo Net 5,000 lb FEN 3940-774-8507 

or 
1 ea. Bag Cargo Aerial Del A-22 FFH 1670-242-9169 
1 ea. Eling Cargo Paulin 12X12 Ft FLN 3940-298-3985 
1 ea. Clevis kBey Eize 5 FSN 1670-090-5354 
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FIGURE 29 
Attachment of slings to fuel drum shackles 

Kote position of slings from attachment at doughnut to attachment to 
•ach fuel drum: the inside sling legs are attached to the same drum, the 
outsldtt legs to the other drum. If sling legs are not attached in this 
■inner, the legs frequently rub together in flight causing wear or burn- 
ing of the aLings. 

CAUTION 

Insure that sling legs are not t&ngled around filler neck. 

IX-4 
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1 «a.    Shackle Anchor Screw FSN 4030-185-0490 
Scrap Canvass and Tape to Insulate slings 

«OTEi    Sling Cargo 13,500 lb-16,« Ig FSM 1670-753-3793 nay be used 
in lieu of Sling Cargo 12* Ig. 

2.   Method: 

a.    The cargo slings must be wrapped and taped at any places where 
the slings nay cone in contact with the Howitzer.    The taped end of the 12 
ft. Cargo Sling is placed under the pintle of the gun.    The other end of 
the sling is passed thru the loop on the taped sling enl and pulled up tight. 
See Figure 30.    If a 16 ft. Cargo Sling is used, the extra length may be 
taken up by taking 3 wraps around the pintle and passing the long end around 
and under the pintle.    See Figure 31* 

b.    The 9 ft. Sling is wrapped, taped and placr I around the recoil 
inechanism and sliding carriage, behind the shield.    See Figure 32. 

c*    The Clevis (Size 5) is placed through the respective loops of 
the 12 and 9 ft. slings and 2 Doughnuts are placed on the Clevis with a 
straight pull against the bolt.    See Figure 33. 

d. Bass one end of the 8 ft. Endless Sling through the bottom 
hole on the curved casting located to the lower left of the elevated hand 
rail.    See Figure 34.   Draw >he sling down until both ends are even and 
attach a Shackle Anchor Screw through both ends of the sling.    Insure that 
the strap is insulated where it parses through casting.    Failure to insulate 
this strap will result in less of the piggy back load.    As an alternate 
nsthod, a Size 5 clevis may be inserted through hole in frame to connect 
piggy back sling. 

e. With the Cargo Net* spread on the grüL'id next to the Howitzer, 
place the Faulin on the net, and place 30 rounds of a^unition on the paulin. 
See Figure-35.    The net is then brought together as shown in Figure 36. 
NOTE:   Canvas should be approximately 12* I 12' 

f. The Shackle Anchor Screw is then attached to the car/p net. 

g. An additional 300 lb of section equipment may be stripped to 
the trails of the Howitzer.   Figure 37. 

*Bag Cargo Aerial Delivery A-22 may be used in lieu of metal Cargo Met. 
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FIGURE 30 
AtUchamt of 12' Sling to Howitzer Pintle 

FIGURE 31 
Attachment of 16« Sling to Howitzer Pintle 
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FIGURE 32 
Attachment of 91 Sling to Howitzer 

FIGURE 33 
Attachment of Slings to Clevis and Doughnuts 
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CAUTION 

Sling must be insulated where sling passes through hole in frame. 

Ö 

V 

FIGURE 34 
NOTE: Size 5 clevis may be inserted through hole in frame to connect 

"Piggy Back" Sling 

FIGURE 35 
Positioning and loading "Piggy Back1 ammo 
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FIGUaE 36 
Comwcting cargo net to Howitzer 

FIGURE 37 
S«ction gear stra.ped to trails of Howitzer 
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1,   llgginf Sqalpauxt Raquiredt 

2 M.   Sling »«ll««:   Hflon Webbing 7«500 Ih (Ooughiwt) X^) 
FSM 3940-675-5001 v 

4 M.   Shftokl* Anchor Sorm PSM 4030-185-0490 (optional) 
4 «a.   Slii« Cargo Aerial Del 13,500 lb 2 loop 12• Ig 

FSM 1670-753-3792 
or 

4 M. Sling Cargo Aerial Pel 13*500 lb 2 loop 11* Ig 
FSH 1670-753-3791 

2. Method i 

a. Attach 4 Slings to the 2 Doughnut» using a choker hiteh (see 
figure 23) to form 4 legs. 

b* Attach one bllng leg to each of the 4 shackle anchor serene.* 
Mtice eure that the cotton insulation In the sling loop is next to the actal 
of the anchor sarew, end then push the keeper up tight. See Flgere 39* 
Injure that sling legs are used In pairs—inside to one end, outside to 
opposite end. 

c. Attach one of the shackle anchor screws to each of tbs 4 lift- 
ing shackles nounted on the 3/4 Ton Trailer.** 

•Shackle Anchor Screws nsy be eliminated by attaching slings direetlj to 
lifting shackles. 

**If the Trailer canvas top i* reaored, the sling legs must be «rapped with 
tape over scrap canvas to prevent chafing on the trailer. 

PSHJRS38 
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3A TON TRUCK 

1.    Rigging Equlpnent Required: 

2 ea.    Sling Endless:    %lon Webbing 7,500 lb (Doughnut) 
FSN 3%O-675-50O1 

k ea.   Sling Cargo Aerial Delivery 13,500 lb 2 loop 16« Ig 
FSN 1670-753-3793 

U ea.    Shackle Anchor Screw FSN 4030-185-0490 (optional) 

2.    Method: 

a. Same as that used for rigging 3/4 Ton Trailer. 

b. Figure 39 shows the sling and anchor screw attachments. 

i TON TRUCK 

1. Rigging Equipment Required: 

Same as that used for rigging the 3/4 Tor Trailer. 

2. Method: 

a. Same as that used for rigging the 3/4 Ton Trailer. 

b. Figure 40 shows the sling attachments at the vehicle lifting 
shackles. 

1^ TON TRAUER 

1. Rigging Equipment Required: 

Same as that used for rigging the 3/4 Ton TtaiJer. 

2. Method: 

Same as that used for rigging the 3/4 Ton Trailer. 

NOTE: The sling legs must be passed inside the wooden bows on 
each end of the trailer or the slings will draw in and break the bows when 
airlifted. An alternate method is to remove the bows from each end of the 
trailer. 
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Figure 39 
Attachment to lifting shackles using 

shackle anchor screws 

Figure UO 
Attachment of slings to lifting shackle 

Caution 
Always insulate sling legs front aid rear 
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AM/OaC - hb UD10 YAM 

/ 1«   B^fftaS l<pilMnt Itofiirtdi 

S 1 m.   Sling MIMSS   ^rlon Ifobbli« 7.500 lb (Ooutfun*) F3M 
\ 3940^75-5001 

4 m,   tUag IbHtMi   ^lon «fobbing 2,500 lb C»p 4 ft lg 1 3/4" 
v or in UM of «IM 4* «ad 81 2,50C# «ndlvsa slangs: 

4 •*.   SUi«« QH«D 4«lal tel 13,500 lb Cap 2 loop 8 ft lg 

4 «*.   SbMkU Aaohor Scrwr FSN 4D30-1B5-Q490 

2.   Mathodt 

Sine« the iddMt SU« of the AM/GBC - 46 is 6 feet, it is desire- 
•ble to trnrn allng lege 6 feet la length (see chapter 5 section m).   lb 
etteia the clx foot lioi length, basket hitch a four and an eight foot sling 
ItfotlMr thao iv^ltiag in a six foot leg length.   Such leg is connected to 
tho Do^gUPil «ith a cbalnr hitoh.   The four legs are attached to the van 
bT «M of anatar shackle screws. 

Figure 41 
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IMMtt COWTADKB 

l*   llfgiac Iq^ipMDt fiaquiradt 

2 «a.   Sling &KU*88t   tfylon Wabblng 7,500 lb (Dougbmt) PSH 
39*0^75-5001 

4 •».   Cliilfl,a coapatibla with liftliv holaa in tha containar 

4 aa.   Slines of tha propar length and strength aa darlvad txom 
afaaptar 5 aaetion III. 

2,   Mathodt 

a. Attach 4 allnga to the 2 doughnuts using a choker hitch (aaa 
flgve 23) to form 4 legs. 

b. Use the four clevis's to attach the 4 sling lege io angina 
oonUiaara. 

o*   Sons containers do not offer good attaehount poiofca for uaa 
of the abore method.    In th4a case, consider use of the 14' Z 14* rope net. 
Sat the engine container on the net and gather the net around the container 
in the aana manner aa shown in figure 42. 

^ 

■tttet   Figure 42 shows a load prepared without the six feet of 
nylon between the load and the aircraft hook aa specified in TM 55-1520- 
20-10«   Howerer, the leaders on the amnila rope net are over six feet in 
length and have proran throu^t experience, to absorb vertical bounce in 
the same minner aa the nylon slings. 

Figure 42 
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li TON WATER TRAIIER (STEEL) 

1. Rigging Equipment Required; 

2 e&.    Sling Endless:    Nylon Webbing 7»500 lb (Doughnut) 
'V ySN 3%0-675-5001 
-'' 4 ea.    SiLn« Cargo Aarial Del:    13,500 lb 2 loop 9» 0/A lg 

or 
4 ea.    Sling Cargo Aerial Del:    13,500 lb 2 loop 11» 0/A lg 
4 ea.    Shack.l« Anchor Screw FSN 4Q30-185-0490 

or in lieu of above, 

1 ea.    Sliiig Cargo 4 leg Adjustable FSN 1670-823-5044 

2. Method A: 

a. Attach 4t9 or 11' slings to the 2 doughnuts using a choker 
hitch (see figure 23) to form 4 legs. 

b. Attach 1 shackle anchor screw or clevis to each sling leg by 
removing the screw bolt, slipping the shackle or clevis thru the sling loop 
end, putting the cotton insulator next to the metal and pushing the keeper 
up tight. 

c. Attach one of the shackles or clevises to each lifting point 
(use lifting points next to the tank in front) on the trailer frame. Always 
attach sling legs in pairs—inside to one end, outside to opposite end. 
Insulate sling legs at points of contact with trailer. 

3. Method B: 

a. Using one 4 leg adjustable Cargo sling, adjust each leg to a 
length of 9i feet. 

b. Attach slinks lifting hooks to lifting points on trailer frame 
(use lifting points next to tank in front).   Always attach sling legs in 
pairs—Inside to one end, outside to opposite end.    Insulate sling legs at 
points of contact with trailer 

UNCLASSIFIED 



UNCIASS1HED 
li TC»I WATi-H TRAILS (Fiber Glass) 

1. Rigging Equipment Required: 

2 ea.    Sling Endless:    Nylon Webbinc; 7,500 lb 
(Doughnut) FSK 3940-675-5001 

4 ea,    SUnc Cargo Aerial Del. 13,?00 lb 2 loop 
11« lg FSN 1670-753-3790 or 2, loop 12» lg 
FSN 1670-753-3791 

4 ea.    Shackle Anchor Lever FSN 4030-185-0490 
or Clevis Assy Suspension Bolt and-Nut Type 
Size 3 ;SN 1670-360-0304 

2, Method: 

a. Attach the 4-11 or 12 ft slinks to the 
2 doughnuts using a choker h.itcn as shown 
in Figure 23 to form 4 legs. 

b. Attach 1 clevis or rhackle anchor screw to 
each slinr; leg by removing the screw bolt, 
slipping the shackle or clevis t-ru tro sling 
loop end, rutting the cotton insulator next 
to the metal and pushing tt:e keeper up tight. 

c. Attach one of the shackle anchor screws to each 
of the lifting points on the frat.ie of the trailer 
(use forward lifting coints on fro ;t of trailer). 
Always attach sling legs in pairs - inside to 
one end, outside to opposite end. Use canvas to 
insulate the legs of the sling when; slinks conie 
in contact witri t-.e trailer. 

Note; This trailer can be carried with a 4 
leg adjustable sling. Adjust legs evenly to 10 
feet (Figure 43). Attsch in pairs i:.6ide bo one end 
outside to opposite end. Insulat- lowfr si in/: lers 
with canvas. 

CAUTION 
To preclude rear slin^ leg ratchets and 

attachment points of lower slirjr legs fro :i rub- 
bing on trailer, use Wo devise , to raise posi- 
tion of ratchets as shown i i fi.r^re UU,    Fail- 
ure to use clevises will result in lors of loac. 

\ n 
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Figure 43 
1^ ton fiberglass water trailer rigged with 4 leg adjustable sling 

* iwt» 

Figure 44 
Clevises installed to raise ratchets on rear legs of sling 
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CONEX CONTAINER \^   ^ 

1»    Rigging Equiptaent Reauired: 

2 ea.    Sling Endless:    Nylon Webbing 7,500 lb 
(Doughnut) FSN 3940-675-5001 

U ea.    Sling Cargo Aerial Del  13,500 lb 2 loop 9* lg 
FSN 1670-753-3739 

4 ea.    Shackle Anchor Screw fSTJ 4030-185-0490 
or 

4 ea.    Cl&'.';.: ,>?;-y Suspa/rdon Bolt and Nut Type Size 3 
FSN 1670-?fe>-03Ü4 

2.    Method: 

a. Attach the !< 9-ft Slings to tfe 2 Doughnuts,*using a choker 
hitch as shown in Fit; re 2'j, to fcim 4 legs. 

b. Attach 1 clsvis or shackle anchor screw to each sling leg 
by removijig the screw bolt,  slipping the shackle or clevis thru the slir.g 
loop end, putting the  cotton insulator next to the metal ana pushing the 
keeper up tight. 

c. Attach one of the  s.-.ackle  "nchor screws to each oi the 4 
corner liftjn? brackets mounted on the Conex Container.    Always attach 
sling legs in pairs - inside to one end, outside to opposite end. 

MARK 69 COMtiUNICATirNS VAN 

1. Rigging Equipment Required: 

Sa;ae as Conex Container 

2. Kethod: 

Same as Conex Container 

*In süJTie cases it nay be desirable to further stablize the ]oad by using 
three Doughnuts. 

ümssro /3* 
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36' Drr Span Bridga 

xx 
\ 

1* Iquipnent requiredt 

2 M. Sling endless» Nylon webbing 7,500 lb (doughnui?) 
F8N 3940-675-5001 

k ea. Sling cargo aerial del 13»500 lb 2 loop 20» lg 
FSM 1670-753-3794 

4 ea.   Bolts 1" dia 1 4" 
or 

4 ea«   Kedium clevis's 

2.    Method« 

a. Attach 4-20' sling to the 2 doughnuts using a choker hitch 
as shown in figure 23 to form 4 legs. 

b. Use four 1" bult« to attach the four sling legs at the most out- 
board belle attaohawt hole att the second stlffaner inboard from each end as 
shown in figure 45* Slings may also be attached to four clevis's which are 
in turn oonnseted to outboard lifting points on stiffeners. 

teftMCSi i»»■^»'■Ä. 
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12« AND 15' BRIDGE BALK 

1. Rigging Bqulpaent Required: . \ 

2 «a. Sling Endless; Nylon Webbing 7,500 lb 
(Doughnut) FSN 3%D-675-5001 

4 ea. Sling Cargo Aerial Delivery 13,500 lb 
2 loop 16« lg FSN 1670-753-3793 

4 «a* Shackle Anchor Screws 

2. Method: 

a. Attach 4-12' ^IL'igJ to the 2 doughnuts using a 
choker hitch (see figure 23) to form 4 legs. 

b. Band the balk load together with cables or straps as 
shown la figure 46. 

o. Attach endö of sling to balk by use of shackle anchor 
screws, or suitable clevis, through the holes in the 
lips that are norroally used to attach the balk to the 
atiffeners. The four sling legs should be insulated 
at points where sling legs rub against balk. Hand 
holds on balk should not be used for lifting the balk 
load since these pipes are held only by a weld. 

■> 

■gf' 1* 

Figure US 
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M-102 HOWITZER WITH "PIGGY BACK" LOAD OF AMMUNITION 

t.    Rigging Equipment Required: 

3 ea.    Sling Endless:    Nylon Webbing 7»500 lb (doughnut) 
FSN 3940-675-5001 

1 ea.    Sling Cargo 13,500 lb 8« lg FSN 1670-753-3789 
1 ea.    Sling Cargo 13,500 lb 9» lg FSN 1670-753-3790 
1 ea.    Sling Cargo 13,500 lb 12' lg FSN 1670-753-3792 
1 ea.    Sling Cargo 13,500 lb 20« lg FSN 1670-753-3794 

or 
1 ea.    Sling Cargo 13,500 lb 16' lg FSN 1670-753-3793 
1 ea.    Bag Cargo Aerial Del, A-22 FSN 1670-242-9169 
1 ea.   Shackle Anchor Screw FSN 4030-185-0490 

or 
1  ea.    Clevis assy size 5 FSN 1670-090-5354 

2,   Method:    (See Figure 47) 

a. Attach one end of the 9'  sling to the two doughnuts using a 
choker hitch (Al).    See Figure 23.    Attach the opposite end to the lift point 
on the gun tube (A2). 

b. Loop the 12'  sling through the two doughnuts (B1). 

c. Attach the 8'  sling to one of the trail lifting points (Cl). 
Thread the loose end through one end of tne 12'  sling, through a doughnut, 
through the other end of the 12'  sling (C2) and then attach the sling to the 
opposite point on the trail (C3). 

d. Attach the 16' or 20'  sling to the two doughnuts using a choker 
hitch (Dl).    Thraad the loose end of the sling through the doughnut at the 
doughnut at the .iunction of the 8'  and 12'  slin s and under the trail to the 
piggy back lead (D2).    The sling is attached to the cargo bag by use of a 
shackle anchor screw or !=ize 5 clevis (D3). 

e. The A-22 Cargo Dag will noma:ly be loaded with sixty rounds 
of arr.unition plus other items as required by the artillery unit. 

ix-2i     ; 5^ 
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Figure 47 
Hi/^ing of K-102 Howitzer with "pi^py-back" loful of arriunition 

IA-.22 
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< M-55 QUAD 50 CAL. MACHINE GUN MOUNT Wim AMMUNITION 

1. Rigging Equipncnt Rsquiredt 

2 ea.   Sling EndUut   Nylon Webbing 7|500 lb (doughnut) 
PSN 3940-675-5001 

1 ea.   Sling Cargo 13,500 lb 12« lg FSN 1670-753-3792 
2 ea.   Shackle Anchor Screw FSN 4Q30-185-0490 
1 ea.   4 leg lifting harness, lags 2' lg 
1 ea.   2"X12nX4' wood plank 

2. Methodt (Sss figure 4S 

a. Attach the four leg lifting harness to the four lifting points 
p of the gun mount (Al). If a cable harness is not available« 
e harness can be made using 2500 lb slings and clevises, 

b. Load the A-22 Cargo Bag with aotnunition and other gear as 
desired. 

c. Place a 4* plank through the bag as shown in figure 48. 
Positioning of the plank in this manner precludes bending of ammo contain- 
ers during flight« 

d. Attach the 12' sling to the two doughnuts using a reverse 
choker hitch as shown in figure 46 to form two legs (01). Attach one sling 
leg to the large ring on the 4 leg lifting harnesc. Attach the other leg 
to the A-22 cargo bag using shackle anchor screws or suitable clevises (02). 
Insure that the shackle anchor screw or clevis is not positioned so as to 
cause a side load on the clevis. 

NOTE: The sling described in paragraph 2d can be used effecUvejy lor lifting 
two A-22 cargo bags instead of using 4 leg adjustable sling aa shown on page 
X-1. 

mmmo 
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Rigging of M-55 cal machine gun rr.ount with armunition 
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LOADING BAG CARGO AERIAL DELIVEHT A-22 

.\ 
\ 

FIGURE 49 

The A-22 Carpo Ba/^ FM; 1670-2^2-9169, can t* used for transportation of 
numem    ccmnodities including; anri'-jiition, rations, ice, water cans and rice. 
Figure H9 depicts loading 30 rounds    f 105 airniunition in each A-22 bag with 
a /* leg ;-a.^uEtafcle sling adjusted tn 6 feet used to lift the bags.    It is 
rtcr)i.int>t.dcd that when sufficient car^c bars are available,  loads be limited 
to 2000 n.h.'   ^ ;  fci»r bags be used for the Chinook load.    However, the A-22 
buv,  xr< R-'Od c    diticn has consistantly carriod the above load without failure. 
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Loading th« 12* X 12« Nylon Cargo Net PSN 3940-892^375 

^ 
A 

ft} 

p-v- 

FIGURE 50 
The 12 ' X 12« Nylon Cargo Net, FSN 3940-892-4375, can be uped for 

transportation of numerous eonmodities incl-din.-: ammunition, rations, rice, 
barrels and repair parts. Figure 50 depicts leading 160 rounds of 105 
ammunition. Since this net is constructed of nylon, care .imst be taker, to 
insure that shapp objects do not cut the net. It is desireable, as shown 
above, to use a tarpaulin to distribute load stresses, oreclude small objects 
falling out and reduce wear on the net. 

X-2 /Vy 
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Loading t mnn jiila Net 
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PIGUltE pi 

The U' X 14« rone net P5N 3940-34-'-^-9^ (Figure 51y if the most ruRPied of 
all cargo nets.    The greatest diEadvantage of this net is its wel^i.t (1ZS lb« 
when dry).    It. can be used for hauling up to 20 barreis, defending on the 
weirht of the contents, a.'im.uni tlon, rations,  repair narts,  cement and other 
building materials of a; i ro-riate size.    .vTien haulin;' such itei. s as ;•;*<» 
in the fiber containers, a tamaulin photld be used to preclude rounds frorn 
sli ring throur:!. th^ nr.e mesh. 

X-3 /¥** 
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APPENDIX XI 

■Wi AND HAND SIGNALS \ 

n 
5 

DESIRED LANDING 
DIRECTION 

Anns rigid & overnsa^ 

STOP öt HOLD 
Arris crossed above 
iv-jc, paJjns turned 
toward helicopter 

$ 
MOVE FORWARD 

Elbows flexed, palms at 
eye level facing inward, 
move arras repeatedly back- 
ward, beckoning onward 

MOVE REARWARD 
Hold hands down by side; 
face palms forward & with 
elbows straight, repeatedly 
move arras forward & backward 

MOVi RIGHT 
übend left arm 
horizontally side- 
ways. Swing right 
,am in front of 
oody to indicate 
diraction of raove- 
menb; repeat 

MOVE LEFT 
Extend right arm 
horizontally side- 
ways. Swing left 
arm in front of 
body to indicate 
direction of move- 
ment ; repeat 

HOVER 
Extend arms 
horizontally 
sideways 

MOVE UPWARD 
Extend aras horizon- 
tally to the side, 
beckoning upward with 
palms turned up 

MOVE DOWNWARD 
Extend arms horizon- 
tally to the side, 
beckoning downward with 
palms turned down 

LAND 
Cross and extend arms 

downward in front of the body 

NIGHT SIOMALINGJ At night, signals will be given by using batons or flash- 
lights, one in each hand. Signals will be identical to day signals except 
the STOP signal will be made by crossing batons or flashlight beams before 
the face. When using flashlights, care must be taken to avoid blinding the 
pilot. 

XI-1 
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APPENDIX XII 

^ 

LOAD CARD FOR RESUPPLY OPERATIONS 

UNIT 

LOAD CARD 

DATK 

CONTENTS OF LOAD 

I^CATION     , 

CALL SIGN 

vavrm-JMry BKMiRKfi 

RTTMiRKS    .                         ,                                                                   _   | 
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